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Abstract 
Variation in hsp70 levels and thermotolerance among terrestrial salamanders of the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex 
Jennifer R. Lorenz Elwood 
James R. Spotila, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
The Plethodon glutinosus complex is a geographically widespread salamander 
group inhabiting forests throughout the eastern United States and is locally abundant 
throughout the coastal plain. As such it is exposed to a variety of climatic conditions 
and makes the perfect candidate group for examining large-scale variation in thermal 
tolerance limits and heat shock protein expression.  
Thirteen populations of the P. glutinosus complex representing three 
physiographic regions were examined for variation in thermotolerant capabilities along 
environmental gradients. Measures of thermotolerance included the preferred 
temperature (PT), critical thermal maximum (CTM), and levels of heat shock protein 70 
(hsp70) as detected by ELISA.  
Within the P. glutinosus complex there was an unexpected inverse relationship 
between the stress response and climate. While salamanders exhibited a significant 
amount of geographic variation in PT and CTM, there was a significant negative 
relationship between CTM and both geographic location and climate – salamanders 
from warm, southern climates had lower CTMs then salamanders from northern, cool 
climates. Hsp70 levels varied significantly among populations and physiographic 
regions but not among heat shocked or control treatment groups. In addition, piedmont 
 xviii 
populations contained significantly higher levels of hsp70 than either coastal plain or 
montane populations. 
 Patterns observed in the stress response of the P. glutinosus complex reflect a 
“constitutive” based heat shock strategy. This strategy acknowledges that hsp70 
induction incurs a fitness cost and that organisms from both relatively stable and highly 
disturbed habitats should trade-off inducible thermotolerance for high levels of 
constitutive protein. This strategy predicts that organisms from habitats with 
intermediate levels of disturbance would have the highest levels of inducible protein. 
However, because this confers a potentially high energetic cost, selection should 
ultimately push the population towards one side of the model or the other. Salamanders 
occupy relatively stable habitats on a global scale of disturbance, but even within these 
types of habitats trade-offs are evident. Piedmont salamanders which occupy the 
intermediately disturbed habitats had hsp70 levels that exceeded levels observed in both 
montane and coastal plain populations. Coastal plain populations behaviorally avoid 
stressful conditions and hence have stress responses similar to the lower stress montane 
populations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Heat Shock Proteins  
Since they were first observed as “chromosomal puffs” in Drosophila salivary 
glands (Ritossa, 1962) thirty years ago heat shock genes and the proteins they encode 
have been intensively investigated.  This research has led to the discovery of many 
related proteins in prokaryotic organisms as well as eukaryotic cells, tissues, and whole 
organisms. The scope of this research is enormous, encompassing studies that include: 
the biochemical properties of the proteins (structure, regulation and function), their 
roles in a variety of diseases, the physiological ecology of organisms, and their role as 
potential bioindicators of environmental stress (Feder and Hofmann, 1999; Fink and 
Goto, 1998).  
The heat shock proteins can be classified into groups based primarily on size 
which can vary anywhere from 10 – 170 kDa. The six major size classes currently 
recognized are Hsp100, Hsp90, Hsp70, Hsp60, Hsp40, and the small heat shock 
proteins which can range from 10-30 kDa (Fink and Goto, 1998; Gething, 1997). The 
heat shock proteins function as molecular chaperones which bind to and stabilize 
proteins that are in a non-native conformation. Interactions with these unstable protein 
conformations prevent the formation of large protein aggregates and facilitate normal 
protein folding, membrane translocation, and the degradation and removal of damaged 
proteins (Feder and Hofmann, 1999). Non-native protein conformations can be present 
in a cell for several reasons: 1) exposure to protein-denaturing stressors, 2) protein 
“immaturity” i.e. the protein or protein complex has not yet been fully synthesized, 
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folded or assembled, or 3) for ease of translocation i.e. it is easier to move an unfolded 
protein across a membrane than a fully folded one.  
This large class of proteins was originally referred to as the "heat shock 
proteins" because they were discovered within the tissues of Drosophila melanogaster 
that had received a sublethal heat shock of 5 °C above normal body temperature. The 
induction of these proteins upon exposure to heat stress was coined the heat shock 
response although it was subsequently observed that diverse stressors such as heavy 
metals, ischemia, radiation, anoxia, glucose deprivation, and a variety of chemical 
stressors also elicited the induction of heat shock proteins (Lindquist, 1986; Nover, 
1991). The heat shock or stress response is characterized by the cessation of normal 
protein synthesis with the de novo synthesis of heat shock proteins. Following exposure 
to the stressful event there is a transient increase in tolerance to secondary exposures to 
what otherwise would be lethal levels of stress or temperatures. 
 
The HSP70 Family 
 The 70-kDa heat shock proteins or hsp70 proteins are an ancient, highly 
conserved group that has been found in all species examined. Currently the amino acid 
sequences of 213 hsp70 proteins have been deposited in the SwissProt sequence 
database (Swiss-prot release 41.11, 2003). An analysis of the molecular evolution of the 
hsp70 gene family by Boorstein et al. (1994) revealed a high degree of similarity 
amongst hsp70 proteins across twenty-four eukaryotic and prokaryotic species. 
Comparisons of hsp70 sequences from the most distantly related of these groups 
revealed at least a 45% amino acid sequence homology. These data were then used to 
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independently derive two phylogenetic trees that identified four distinct protein groups 
within the eukaryotes.  Furthermore the proteins within each of these evolutionarily 
similar groups shared a common intracellular localization: cytoplasm, endoplasmic 
reticulum, mitochondria, or chloroplasts. What was also intriguing was the high degree 
of similarity between eukaryotic mitochondrial hsp70 and purple bacteria (60-70%) 
which are thought to be the progenitors of mitochondria via endosymbiosis. Similar 
sequence homology was observed between plastids and their theorized ancestor - 
cyanobacteria. Taken together these data indicate that the major hsp70 groups may have 
arisen around 2 billion years ago prior to early eukaryotic divergence (Boorstein et al., 
1994). 
 Structurally, hsp70 proteins typically range from 613- to 650-amino acids in 
length and as discussed above, share a high degree of similarity amongst widely 
divergent groups (Boorstein et al., 1994; Ha et al., 1998). The N-terminal region of the 
protein contains an ATP binding site of approximately 385 residues which has a weak 
ATPase activity. The portion of the hsp70 protein responsible for binding to peptides 
lies approximately 160 residues from the ATPase domain  and consists of a channel 
formed by two b-sheets and an a-helical subdomain (Morshauser et al., 1995). The C- 
terminal region of the protein varies among the different hsp70 subfamilies (Ha et al., 
1998). 
 Functionally, the hsp70 proteins come in two flavors – constitutively expressed 
and inducible. The constitutive ly expressed proteins or cognate proteins assist in the day 
to day cell functions of protein folding and unfolding, prevention of polypeptide 
aggregation, disassembly of large protein complexes, and aid in the translocation of 
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proteins between cellular compartments (for review see Gething, 1997). Hsp70 does not 
appear to be substrate specific and will bind to a variety of peptides with the following 
general characteristics: short peptide sequences (seven residues are optimal) containing 
either aromatic/hydrophobic or hydrophobic/basic amino acids (Fourie et al., 1994; 
Takenaka et al., 1995). Once bound, hsp70 is assisted in binding peptides by a variety 
of co-chaperones such as Hsp40, GrpE, Hip (Hsc70- interacting protein), Hop 
(hsp70/hsp90-organizing protein), and Hsc70-unbinding protein or Hup (Hightower and 
Leung, 1998). Hsp70 couples ATP hydrolysis in the N-terminal region to peptide 
binding and release near the C-terminal region. During this activity the co-chaperone 
hsp40 assists in ATP hydrolysis allowing for stable binding of the substrate while GrpE 
functions in nucleotide exchange (Gassler et al., 2001). Hip recognizes and binds to 
Hsc70-ADP complexes and prevents the dissociation of ADP thus extending the half-
life of the substrate-chaperone complex (Frydman and Höhfeld, 1997). Hup releases hsc 
from substrate molecules (Leung and Hightower, 1997), while Hop is thought to 
promote ADP release or ADP/ATP exchange in the recycling process of Hsc70 (Gross 
and Hessefort, 1996). 
The affinity of hsp70 for peptides is dependent on whether ADP or ATP is 
bound. Hsp70 bound to ADP has a high peptide affinity but a slow binding and 
dissociation rate whereas hsp70 bound to ATP has a rapid binding and dissociation rate 
with an overall lower peptide affinity (Schmid et al., 1994). There are two models 
concerning the mechanism of the peptide binding and release cycle of hsp70.  Palleros 
et al. (1994) proposed a model in which hsp70-ADP complexes actively bind to 
peptides followed by the exchange of ATP for ADP with the subsequent release of the 
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peptide. Hydrolysis of the ATP would then return hsp70 to its ADP bound form. The 
major concern with this model is that it fails to explain how the ATPase activity is 
initiated (Greene et al., 1995). In the second model proposed independently by both 
Greene et al. (1995) and McCarty et al. (1995) it is the hsp70-ATP complex that 
actively binds to peptides. Hydrolysis of ATP rapidly converts this unstable peptide 
complex into the more stable hsp70-ADP-peptide complex where subsequent exchange 
of ATP for ADP results in release of the peptide. The concern with this model is 
whether or not ATP hydrolysis occurs faster than the dissociation rate of the hsp70-
ATP-peptide complex (Fink, 1998). 
The inducible form of hsp70 was initially recognized for its rapid synthesis upon 
exposure to thermal stress. Despite this early label as a “heat shock” protein it has 
subsequently been recognized that exposure to a variety of proteotoxic stressors results 
in the rapid induction of hsp70. These stressors either damage proteins directly or result 
in the abnormal synthesis of proteins leading to the expression of hsp70 (Kozutsumi et 
al., 1988; Edington et al., 1989; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994). Transcription of the hsp70 
gene is due to the activation of heat shock transcription factor (HSF) which binds to 
heat shock elements (HSE) that are located upstream of the coding region (Fernandes et 
al., 1994). The cloning of eukaryotic HSF genes has resulted in the isolation of four 
factors belonging to an HSF multigene family (Morimoto, 1997; Zou et al., 1998). The 
HSF’s vary in size from 301-833 amino acids and, like the heat shock genes, share a 
high degree of sequence homology both within (40%) and among (85-95%) species 
(Morimoto, 1997). Within the vertebrates the HSFs appear to be derived from a 
common ancestor (Nakai and Morimoto, 1993).  
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Activation triggers vary within the HSF family. For instance HSF1 is activated 
by heat and other stressors, HSF2 activation occurs during cell development and 
differentiation, while the exact triggers of HSF3 and HSF4 are unclear (Nakai et al, 
1997; Morimoto, 1997). Within unstressed cells, HSF1 exists as a monomer that does 
not actively bind to DNA. While the exact mechanism resulting in activation via heat / 
stress of HSF1 is unclear the activation process involves: 1) the translocation of HSF1 
monomers from the cytoplasm into the nucleus, 2) assembly of the monomeric units 
into a trimer, 3) binding of the HSF1 trimer to the HSE in the heat shock gene 
promoters, and 4) phosphorylation of the trimer resulting in transcriptional activation of 
the gene and increased levels of hsp70 (Morimoto, 1997). At control temperatures or 
non-stressed conditions the HSE is unoccupied by heat shock factor. RNA polymerase 
II along with TATA-binding protein and GAGA factor are typically associated with the 
promoter region in the uninduced state. This binding of RNA polymerase to the 
promoter region primes the hsp70 gene for rapid induction once HSF1 binds to the heat 
shock element (Fernandes et al., 1994). Furthermore, hsp70 genes lack introns allowing 
for hsp70 transcripts to skip post transciptional splicing and proceed directly to 
translation (Yost and Lindquist, 1986).  
The heat shock response may be self regulated by hsp70. There are numerous 
observations in which elevated levels of hsp70, either naturally via previous heat shock 
(Baler et al., 1992) or artificially via microinjection (Mifflin and Cohen, 1994) results in 
decreased HSF1 activation and gene transcription (Craig and Gross, 1991).  This is 
because hsp70 binds to HSF1 to form an HSF1-Hsp70 complex during attenuation of 
the response. The presence of high levels of mal- folded or aggregated proteins during 
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stress competes with HSF1 for hsp70 proteins leading to activation of HSF1 and hsp70 
gene transcription (Morimoto, 1997). Once the stress has been mitigated the excess 
hsp70 is free to re-associate with HSF1. 
 
Temperature  
Temperature is one of the most important environmental factors influencing 
physiological function in organisms. At the molecular level small increases in 
temperature can affect the rates of chemical reactions and disrupt weak macromolecular 
bonds (hydrogen, van der Waals, hydrophobic interactions). Because these types of 
weak bonds are pervasive in metabolic structures (protein conformation, nucleic acid 
structure, lipid viscosity) the regulation of metabolic activity is highly dependent on 
temperature (Hochachka and Somero, 1984). This is especially true for ectothermic 
vertebrates whose body temperatures closely conform to environmental temperature.  
Terrestrial vertebrate body temperature is influenced by four environmental 
variables: radiation (solar or thermal), conduction with the substrate, convection 
resulting from air currents, and evaporative water loss (reviewed by Spotila et al., 
1992). Salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex tend to spend the majority of 
their time either under cover objects or underground due to hydric constaints (discussed 
below) and bouts of foraging activity are restricted to humid or rainy nights (Spotila, 
1972). When restricted to cover objects or burrows the body temperature of these 
salamanders is predicted to be primarily affected by thermal radiation and conduction 
with the substrate. Consistent with this prediction is the observation that field body 
temperatures approach or are equal to substrate temperatures (Bogert, 1952). 
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The Plethodon glutinosus complex belongs to the family Plethodontidae, a 
group of lungless salamanders that rely on cutaneous gas exchange to meet their oxygen 
requirements. A major consequence of this type of respiration is the need to keep the 
integument moist and permeable for effective gas exchange. Salamander skin offers no 
resistance to dessication and loses water at the same rate as agar models (Spotila and 
Berman, 1976). Body size can exacerbate this problem as small salamanders tend to 
lose water faster than large salamanders because of their high surface to volume ratios. 
Rates of cutaneous water loss also increase as temperature increases.  Rates of 
rehydration in salamanders are similarly affected by temperature and body size, with the 
fastest recharge rates occurring in small salamanders at warm temperatures (Spotila, 
1972). Total activity time is therefore predicted to represent a balance between 
dehydration and rehydration. Salamanders should forage only until they have lost a 
critical percentage of water and then must retreat to moist refugia where they can 
replace water losses. Further foraging is restricted until hydration status approaches 
normal levels or else salamanders risk lethal levels of dehydration. During prolonged 
dry spells salamanders would be forced to seek refugia in underground burrows, 
tunnels, or crevices (Spotila, 1972; Feder, 1983; Spotila et al., 1992).  
Ectotherms are able to respond to daily environmental fluctuations via 
behavioral regulation i.e. by shifting between thermal microhabitats. Shifting to moister 
microhabitats may be more problematic for salamanders which can become trapped 
under suboptimal cover objects during dry conditions. Conversely it is possible that 
salamanders could become entrapped under a suitably moist cover object that 
approaches critically warm temperatures. Under these circumstances ability to tolerate 
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higher temperatures becomes critical. Tolerance to short term temperature fluctuations 
can be enhanced via heat hardening or by the induction of heat shock proteins. For 
temperature changes that occur over longer temporal scales such as seasonal 
fluctuations, climate change or via range expansion, more extensive modifications of 
physiological functions via acclimation or adaptation are necessary. These types of 
biochemical adaptations can include, but are not limited to, changes in enzyme catalytic 
ability, differences in protein thermal stabilities, and changes in the fatty acid 
composition of biological membranes (Hochachka and Somero, 1984).  
 
Thermotolerance  
Thermotolerance is the ability of an organism to withstand exposure to 
temperatures that would otherwise prove lethal. The ability of organisms to tolerate and 
adjust to varying thermal conditions is a key factor affecting both local habitat selection 
and geographic distribution (Spotila et al., 1989). One of the most commonly used 
measures of thermotolerance at the organismal level is the CTM or critical thermal 
maximum. The CTM is defined as the temperature at which an animal begins to lose 
muscular coordination and its ability to escape from conditions that will otherwise 
prove fatal (Cowles and Bogert, 1944).  The CTM is considered to be an ecologically 
relevant measure of thermotolerance because it represents a temperature from which the 
organism can still escape. Other measures such as the LT50 or the temperature at which 
half of the exposed organisms die represent upper maximal temperatures for survival 
and temperature levels that may preclude an organism’s ability to escape.  
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Critical thermal maximum and hence the thermotolerance of an organism is 
altered by a variety of factors including dehydration (Claussen, 1977; Pough and 
Wilson, 1970), nutritional status (Cupp, 1980; Floyd, 1985), diurnal temperature 
fluctuations (Pough, 1974), and seasonal temperature variation (Hutchinson, 1961; 
Pashkova, 1985). Transient increases in thermotolerance resulting from brief exposures 
of an animal to CTM are referred to as heat hardening. Pough and Wilson (1970) 
reported that Ambystoma maculatum increased CTM over the course of a few hours 
from 38.6 °C to 39.7 °C by voluntarily exposing themselves to warm temperatures 
under sun exposed rocks. The exact mechanism of heat hardening is not understood but 
has been hypothesized to be related to the production of heat shock proteins. Easton et 
al. (1987) examined this question in a series of experiments using Eurycea bislineata 
and Desmognathus ochrophaeus, two species that exhibit heat hardening capabilities 
(Rutledge et al., 1987). Salamanders heated until the CTM was reached as well as 
salamanders heated for 1 hour at 2 °C below CTM clearly demonstrated a subsequent  
increase of 0.6-0.9 °C in CTM. Furthermore, this increase was independent of heat 
shock protein production in salamanders heated to CTM but not in those heated at 2 °C 
below CTM (Easton et al., 1987). Numerous other studies also indicate that in at least 
some instances thermotolerance can occur independently of hsp induction (Bonham-
Smith et al., 1987; Xiao and Mascarenhas, 1985; Yocum and Denlinger, 1992; Boon-
Niermeijer et al, 1986; Smith and Yaffe, 1991; Dingley and Smith, 1968; Fisher et al., 
1992). Further study is warranted to determine the exact mechanisms involved in the 
acquisition of these types of thermotolerance and whether or not they are utilized as 
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stop-gap measures to protect organisms from high temperatures until the heat shock 
apparatus can fully acclimate. 
 
Inducible Thermotolerance 
When unstressed organisms are exposed directly to an extreme stress either 
extensive cell damage or death results. But when unstressed organisms are first 
pretreated by an exposure to moderately elevated temperatures they become more 
tolerant of these extreme temperatures. This type of resistance is referred to as inducible 
thermotolerance because of the observation that exposure to these thermotolerant 
enhancing temperatures also triggers the induction of heat shock proteins. This 
observation has led to the suggestion that heat shock proteins play a vital role in the 
development of inducible thermotolerance and has been widely investigated because of 
its potential to influence the distribution and abundance of organisms (Spotila et al. 
1989).   
Numerous studies have now demonstrated that heat shock proteins are 
responsible for a large component of inducible thermotolerance (Morimoto et al., 1994). 
Studies in which hsp genes were either removed or their expression inhibited 
demonstrate a reduction in inducible thermotolerance (Sanchez and Lindquist, 1990; 
Craig and Jacobsen, 1984; Johnston and Kucey, 1988). Likewise the insertion of extra 
copies of the hsp70 gene increased thermotolerance in both cells (Li et al, 1991; 
Solomon et al., 1991; Li and Duncan, 1995) and whole organisms (Welte et al., 1993; 
Feder et al., 1996).  Information concerning the biochemical functions of heat shock 
proteins (discussed above) has shed light on their contributions to stress tolerance. 
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Stressors which induce hsp synthesis also damage or denature proteins (Nover, 1991) 
and studies have demonstrated the induction of heat shock proteins in cells that have 
been artificially injected with “abnormal” proteins (Ananthan et al., 1986; Parsell and 
Sauer, 1989). There are two general ways in which heat shock proteins seem to prevent 
the accumulation of damaged proteins and hence enhance thermotolerance: 1) 
reactivation of damaged proteins (Skowyra et al., 1990; Schroder et al., 1993, Nollen et 
al., 2001) or 2) the degradation of damaged proteins via proteolytic pathways (Huang et 
al., 2001; Agarraberes et al., 1997; Wagner et al., 1994; Sherman and Goldberg, 1992). 
 
Inducible Thermotolerance and Environmental Gradients 
 Many studies have examined the stress response of organisms along 
environmental gradients with most supporting a correlation between heat shock protein 
expression and tolerance along the gradient examined (Feder and Hofmann, 1999). 
Environmental gradients examined include climatic (i.e. desert vs. temperate), 
latitudinal, elevational, height within the intertidal zone, temporal (seasonal or diurnal) 
and pollution level. Elements of the heat shock response that have been examined 
include absolute levels of inducible or constitutive proteins, temperatures of induction, 
or descriptions of the various isoforms synthesized. 
Absolute levels of hsp have been examined in both plant and animal taxa along a 
variety of gradients. Strong geographic or climatic differences in constitutive levels of 
hsp were observed in lizard species from both desert and temperate habitats (Ulmasov 
et al., 1992). In addition, lizards from the cooler habitats synthesized lower levels of hsp 
upon heat shock than lizards from desert habitats. Geographic differences in levels of 
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inducible hsp were also observed between southern and northern hybrids of maize 
(Ristic et al., 1996) and mussels (Hofmann and Somero, 1996) and between coastal 
plain and montane salamanders (Yu, 1995). In all of those studies, organisms from the 
hotter environments (southern and coastal plain) induced higher hsp levels and were 
more thermotolerant than the cool climate organisms (northern and montane). 
Differences in both absolute levels and in temperatures of initial or maximal 
induction have been shown to vary within the intertidal zone. Heat shock protein levels 
and thermotolerance were higher in species of Mytilus (Roberts et al., 1997), Tegula 
(Tomanek and Somero, 1999; 2002; Somero, 2002), and in Cellana, Lottia, and 
Balanus (Halpin et al., 2002) from the upper intertidal zone in comparison to species 
from the lower or mid intertidal zones. Comparisons of hsp induction temperatures 
among species of Tegula revealed that both the minimal and maximal induction 
temperatures were higher in the upper intertidal zone relative to the lower intertidal 
zone (Tomanek and Somero, 1999; 2002). Temperatures of maximal induction were 
also shown to vary geographically in ants. Temperature of maximal induction was 2 °C 
higher in Cataglyphis from the Sahara desert then in Formica from cooler, temperate 
habitats (Gehring and Wehner, 1995). Cataglyphis species also exhibited substantially 
higher CTMax (53.6 -55.1 °C) then Formica (46.8 °C). 
Heat shock protein levels can also vary along temporal gradients either diurnally 
or seasonally. Seasonal variation in levels of hsp70 has been observed in a variety of 
organisms. The limpet Lottia digitalis exhibited seasonal variation in hsp70 levels both 
among sites and among intertidal zones (Halpin et al., 2002). Heat shock proteins were 
lowest during the winter and highest in the spring under natural field conditions within 
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various freshwater fish species (Fader et al., 1994).  The tropical midge Chironomus 
striatipennis exhibited seasonal variation of both heat shock protein levels and 
inducibility, with summer acclimatized specimens exhibiting high levels of hsp and 
thermotolerance (Nath and Lakhotia, 1989).  Summer levels of hsp were higher than 
winter levels within the gill tissues of naturally acclimatized mussels (Mytilus) from 
both the subtidal and intertidal zones (Hofmann and Somero, 1995). Within eurythermal 
goby fishes Gillichthys, Dietz and Somero (1992) demonstrated seasonal variation in 
both hsp levels and induction temperatures. Induction temperatures within these fish 
were 4 °C higher in the summer than in the winter. Finally, diurnal variation was 
observed in both constitutive and inducible levels of hsp in black spruce (Picea 
mariana) root and shoot tissues. Interestingly constitutive root levels of hsp were higher 
in the afternoon at non-heat shock temperatures suggesting diel cycling of hsp synthesis 
(Colombo et al., 1995). 
 Numerous studies have examined the variation in heat shock protein isoforms 
both within organisms and species and among different species. These studies range 
from descrip tions of the different isoforms present (White et al., 1994; Norris et al., 
1995, Konstantopoulou et al., 1997) to investigations examining the association 
between different isoforms and thermotolerance (diIorio et al., 1996; Helmuth and 
Hofmann, 2001; Tomanek and Somero, 2002). Recently much of this work has 
concentrated on differentiating between constitutive and inducible isoforms and their 
relative importance to stress tolerance (Scott et al., 2003; Helmuth and Hofmann, 2001; 
Zatsapina et al., 2001; Tomanek and Somero, 2002). For instance, what is the interplay 
between constitutive and inducible isoforms and the development of thermotolerance?  
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Induction of Heat Shock Proteins and Fitness Differences 
 There appears to be a strong relationship between heat shock proteins and 
fitness. Many studies have demonstrated a correlation between levels of heat shock 
proteins and some physiological function relevant to fitness (Feder and Hofmann, 
1999). These studies include both positive (increased survival) and negative 
consequences (decreased growth rates) to the induction of heat shock proteins. Other 
studies have clearly demonstrated phenotypic differences associated with the presence 
or absence of specific hsps (Feder and Hofmann, 1999). This is important because they 
utilize experimental manipulations of specific hsps to demonstrate links to particular 
phenotypes. These studies include, but are not limited to: tolerance to heat (Uney et al., 
1994; Riabowol et al., 1988; Mestril et al., 1996), tolerance to hypoxic conditions 
(Heads et al., 1995; Amin et al., 1996), tumerogenicity (Jaattela, 1995), and apoptosis 
(Liossis et al., 1997; Wei et al., 1995; Mosser et al., 1997). The exact mechanisms by 
which heat shock proteins convey these fitness differences have yet to be elucidated.  
 
Objective 
Few studies have addressed widespread geographic variation in hsp70 levels 
among closely related species and studies examining hsp expression across the range of 
a single species are lacking (Feder and Hofmann, 1999). The Plethodon glutinosus 
complex is comprised of thirteen closely related salamander species that range over the 
eastern portion of the United States. The P. glutinosus complex is a group of terrestrial, 
lungless salamanders that occupy moist, woodland habitats. They are unique within the 
genus Plethodon in that they are widely distributed throughout the coastal plain and 
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more than half of the species occur there. In addition, previous work on this group 
revealed differential hsp induction capabilities (Yu, 1995). Specifically a population of 
P. chlorobryonis from South Carolina exhibited the ability to induce higher levels of 
hsp70 than a montane population of P. glutinosus. Also remarkable was the observation 
that the South Carolina salamanders had body temperatures of 33 °C the highest ever 
recorded for plethodontid salamanders in the field (Yu, 1995; Feder et al., 1982).  
Because members of the P. glutinosus complex are closely related, occur over a 
wide geographic area, and occupy warm coastal plain habitats they make excellent 
candidates for studying heat shock protein variation. The distribution of many of the 
species of this complex within the coastal plain may result from either enhanced 
thermal tolerance capabilities, the ability to induce high levels of heat shock proteins, or 
some combination of these two. In the following chapters I will examine questions 
regarding thermotolerance and the stress response of the P. glutinosus complex. 
Specifically, I will compare the stress responses of several populations across a range of 
environmental gradients: elevation, latitude, longitude, and climate. The two important 
questions addressed by this study are: 1) What characteristics of thermotolerance differ 
between populations adapted to different thermal niches (coastal plain, piedmont, 
montane habitats)? 2) Does the expression of heat shock proteins vary predictably along 
environmental gradients, i.e. do salamanders from warm habitats contain higher levels 
of hsp70 than those from cool habitats?   
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Study Animal  
Plethodon glutinosus is a large terrestrial salamander belonging to the family 
plethodontidae. The slimy salamander as it is commonly called is so named because of 
the sticky, glue- like secretions exuded from the skin during capture and handling. 
Adults are characterized by having a black ground color on the dorsal surface of the 
body with a slate gray belly and light colored throat region. In adult specimens the distal 
portion of the tail often has a dull brown coloration. The body of the salamander is 
flecked with numerous white spots that in some species fuse to form an incomplete 
band on the lateral surface of the trunk. The spotting pattern is highly variable and is 
often used to distinguish some species from one another (Figure 1). Spots can vary in 
size, abundance, and distribution over the trunk surface. Spot coloration patterns vary 
among the members as well and it is not unusual for brassy, green, or yellow flecks to 
be intermingled amongst the predominantly white spots. Some populations lack dorsal 
spots entirely and are uniformly black (Neill, 1948; Highton, 1962; Schmidt, 1924) 
while albino specimens have been reported in Florida and Indiana (Hensley, 1959; Piatt, 
1931, Highton, 1956). Adult total lengths range from 12.1-17.2 cm with a record 
specimen of 20.5cm being reported by Conant and Collins (1991). There are usually 16 
costal grooves.  
Sexual dimorphism is slight in this group with average female snout vent length 
(SVL) ranging anywhere from 0-6% larger than males (Highton, 1956; Semlitsch, 1980; 
Pfingsten, 1989). Males exhibit prominent mental glands. Courtship occurs primarily in 
the fall although timing may vary geographically depending on latitude (Petranka, 
1998). Plethodontids exhibit elaborate courtship behaviors during the breeding season. 
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Males and females engage in a complex series of “dance” and “tail-straddling” 
behaviors that culminate in spermatophore deposition by the male and sperm cap 
retrieval by the female. Females lay a small clutch of eggs in crevices or within logs 
with clutch size varying anywhere from 5-18 eggs (Petranka, 1998). Females remain 
with the eggs during incubation during which time they do not eat. Female clutch 
attendance has been shown to increase egg survival by reducing predation, fungal 
infestations, and dessication of the eggs (Masters and Forester, 2000). Eggs are direct 
developing with a developmental period of around 2-3 months. Hatchling emergence 
varies geographically in accordance with the latitudinal differences observed in timing 
of courtship (Highton, 1956; 1962).   
 
Distribution and Habitat 
 This group is widely distributed over the eastern half the United States. The 
range extends from central New York to central Florida and west into eastern Oklahoma 
and Texas. There are some isolated groups in south-central and eastern Texas as well as 
in north-central Louisiana (Figure 2). These salamanders are typically found within 
moist woodland ravines or hillsides of relatively mature deciduous forests but are 
locally abundant within the coastal plain from Virginia to Texas. Within the coastal 
plain they can be found in hardwood forests associated with bottomlands and swamps 
as well as within wet pinewoods. These salamanders can be found roaming the forest 
floor on moist nights or beneath logs, rocks, or leaf litter during the day, within crevices 
of shale banks, or within holes along the sides of road cuts and gullies. 
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Species Descriptions 
 Salamanders utilized in this study were distributed across three physiographic 
provinces (coastal plain, piedmont, montane) and along latitudinal and climatic 
gradients. In the following sections, I briefly describe the characteristics, range, and 
collecting localities of each of the species in the complex. Information on the 
distribution and range of the species examined is taken from Highton et al. (1989). For 
geographic coordinates of each of the population localities see (Table 1). 
 
Plethodon glutinosus - northern slimy salamander (Figure 3A) 
Description: Mean SVL = 57.01 mm (n = 69). One of the larger and more 
widely distributed members of the complex. Spotting pattern typified by numerous large 
brassy specks on dorsum with moderate lateral white spotting. Distinguishable from 
sympatric P. kentucki by having a darker chin. 
Range: Southwestern Connecticut west into southern Illinois, then south through 
West Virginia, western Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee into eastern Alabama and 
northwestern Georgia. 
Localities Sampled: Population M1: Northampton County, Pennsylvania, 
elevation of 122 m. Population M2: Pocohontas County, West Virginia, elevation of 
975 m. Population M3: Smyth County, Virginia, elevation of 1040 m. 
Habitat Description: M1 specimens were found primarily under slate on small 
slate outcrops or under slate that was abandoned in a quarry slate heap. Some specimens 
were retrieved from under large logs adjacent to a creek. Forest was mixed hardwood 
dominated by oak with some stands of mature hemlock along creek. M2 specimens 
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were collected almost entirely from under rocks along a rocky outcrop of a ridge that 
drained into a stream. M3 specimens were collected from under logs in a 30-50 yr old 
mixed hardwood forest along the slope of a ridge that drained into a small creek. 
 
Plethodon cylindraceus – white-spotted slimy (Figure 3B) 
Description: Mean SVL = 63.25 mm (n = 70). The largest of the six complex 
members sampled. Specimens are typified by having large white spots on dorsum. No 
brassy flecks evident, lateral white spotting is moderately abundant, and the chin is light 
colored. 
Range: The piedmont and Blue Ridge physiographic regions of Virginia and 
North Carolina west to the French Broad River and then south into the piedmont of 
northern South Carolina. Also occurs in the valley and ridge physiographic provinces of 
the extreme eastern portion of West Virginia and western Virginia, extending just onto 
the coastal plain of eastern Virginia. 
Localities Sampled: Population P1: Hampshire County, West Virginia, elevation 
of 610 m. Population P2: Cumberland County, Virginia, elevation of 110 m. Population 
P3, Randolph County, North Carolina, elevation 274 m. 
Habitat Description: P1 specimens were found exclusively under rocks within 
the floodplain of a stream. Forest was composed of mixed hardwood and was relatively 
young (30 years) although isolated pockets of mature hemlock were present. P2 
specimens were found exclusively under logs scattered along the slopes of ridges up 
from a small stream and pond. Forest was 50 yr old oak-hickory forest. P3 specimens 
were found exclusively under logs despite the presence of numerous rocks and rocky 
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outcrops. Forest was approximately 50 yrs old, animals were found on sloped terrain 
along hillsides and streams. 
 
Plethodon chlorobryonis – Atlantic coast slimy (Figure 3C) 
Description: Mean SVL = 53.35 mm (n = 95). A small sized salamander with 
very small white dorsal spots. Lateral band formed by merger of abundant white, yellow 
and green spots.  
Range: Coastal plain physiographic province of southeastern Virginia, North 
Carolina, and northeastern South Carolina. It just enters the piedmont physiographic 
regions of southeastern Virginia and central and western South Carolina. Also in the 
Blue Ridge physiographic region of northeastern Georgia. 
Locality: Population C1: Southampton County, Virginia, elevation of 18 m. 
Same population sampled by Highton et al. (1989). Population C2: Halifax County, 
North Carolina, elevation of 15 m. Halifax County locality of Highton et al. (1989) was 
destroyed by logging in 1997. Population C3: Savannah River Ecology Lab, Aiken 
County, South Carolina, elevation of 37 m. Population C4: Sumter County, South 
Carolina, elevation of 24 m. 
Habitat Description: C1 and C2 specimens were found exclusively under logs 
along sloped sides of swamps. Due to clear cutting, the forests along the edges of these 
swamps were only 20-25 years old. C3 specimens were donated from an outside source 
and hence habitat description is unavailable. C4 specimens were captured exclusively 
under logs, primarily pine dead-fall from hurricane Hugo in 1989. Forest was 30-40 
year old pine, hardwood forest.   
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Plethodon variolatus – South Carolina slimy (Figure 3D) 
Description: Mean SVL = 50.23 mm (n = 26), a small salamander species with 
small to medium sized dorsal white spots, conspicuous lateral white band formed from 
the merger of abundant white, yellow and green spots. Some specimens were 
completely melanistic with no evidence of spotting. 
Range: Coastal plain physiographic region of South Carolina and S.E. Georgia. 
Locality: Population C5: Berkeley County, South Carolina, at an elevation of 6 
m. These specimens were obtained from Highton’s type locality for this species 
Habitat Description: Specimens were collected from 2 relatively small mixed 
hardwood forests, 30-50 yrs old. These forests were located along the edges of a swamp 
and were surrounded primarily by longleaf and loblolly pine forests. Specimens were 
obtained exclusively from under, and within logs, primarily dead-fall from hurricane 
Hugo in 1989. 
 
Plethodon ocmulgee – Ocmulgee slimy (Figure 3E) 
Description: Mean SVL = 48.61 mm (n = 28), a small species with few small 
brassy and white dorsal spots, lateral band formed by moderate amount of white 
spotting.  
Range: The coastal plain and piedmont regions of central Georgia, primarily 
within the Ocmulgee river drainage. 
Locality: Population C6: Wheeler County, Georgia, elevation 49 m. This is the 
type locality as described by Highton et al. (1989) and was the only site containing 
suitable habitat that we were able to locate in southeastern Georgia. Most of this region 
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of the state is under management by the paper and pulp industry with much of the 
original hardwood forest replaced by pine plantations. 
Habitat Description: Specimens were collected exclusively from under logs. 
This was a sand hill habitat of oak, pine, shrubs, and cacti. 
 
Plethodon grobmani – southeastern slimy (Figure 3F) 
Description: Mean SVL = 51.24 mm (n = 24), a small to medium sized 
salamander species, with large brassy spots on dorsal surface, lateral band composed of 
abundant white or yellow spotting. Eyelids speckled with very fine brassy flecks. 
Range: Southern Alabama and southern Georgia south into central Florida. 
Locality: Population C7: Leon County, Florida, elevation of 27 m. This is the 
same locality sampled by Highton et al. (1989). 
Habitat Description: Hills and ravines along the shores of a large manmade lake. 
Forest was 30-50 yrs old, mixed pine and hardwood forest. Specimens found 
exclusively under logs along slopes of ravines and river bluffs.  
 
Animal Care  
 Salamanders were collected under authority of scientific collecting permits 
issued by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, West Virginia Department of 
Natural Resources, Virginia Department of Natural Resources, North Carolina DNR, 
South Carolina DNR, and Georgia DNR. Special use permits or permission were also 
received from the Francis Marion National Forest, Uhwarrie National Game Lands, 
Little Ocmulgee State Park, Winchester Wildlife Management Area, Clinch Mountain 
 24 
Wildlife Management Area, and the Lake Talquin State Picnic Area. Field research 
protocols followed those issued by the American Society of Icthyologists and 
Herpetologists in their guidelines on the use of live animals in field research (1987). 
Laboratory experimental protocols were approved by the Drexel University Animal 
Care and Use Committee. 
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Table 1. Locality information for the thirteen salamander populations examined in this 
study. Salamanders represent six species within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. n = 
sample size. 
 
 
 
Species / Population County / State Elevation 
(m) 
Latitude Longitude (n) 
       
P. glutinosus M1 Northampton, PA 122 40°47’ 75°17’ 34 
 M2 Pocahontas, WV 975 38°19’ 80°12’ 26 
 M3 Smyth, VA 1040 36°57’ 81°46’ 25 
P. cylindraceus P1 Hampshire, WV 610 39°13’ 78°46’ 34 
 P2 Cumberland, VA 110 37°31’ 78°18’ 28 
 P3 Randolph, NC 274 35°38’ 79°46’ 44 
P. chlorobryonis C1 Southampton, VA 15 36°51’ 76°54’ 28 
 C2 Halifax, NC 15 36°10’ 77°19’ 27 
 C3 Aiken, SC* 37 33°10’ 81°42' 17 
 C4 Sumter, SC 24 33°50’ 80°32’ 28 
P. variolatus C5 Berkeley, SC 15 33°08’ 79°47’ 28 
P. ocmulgee C6 Wheeler, GA 55 32°06’ 82°54’ 29 
P. grobmani C7 Leon, FL 37 30°26’ 84°32’ 26 
 
*SREL (Savannah River Ecology Laboratory) 
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Figure 1. Three different representatives of the Plethodon glutinosus complex 
demonstrating the highly variable spotting pattern. In many of the species the spotting 
pattern is distinctive enough to accurately identify them. (A) P. cylindraceus (B) P. 
glutinosus (C) P. chlorobryonis. 
A. C. B.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. 
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Figure 3. Eastern members of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. A) P. glutinosus - 
northern slimy salamander. B) P. cylindraceus – white-spotted slimy salamander. C) P. 
chlorobryonis – Atlantic coast slimy salamander. D) P. variolatus – South Carolina 
slimy salamander. E) P. ocmulgee – Ocmulgee slimy salamander. F) P. grobmani – 
southeastern slimy salamander. 
 
 
 
 
 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
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Chapter 2: Geographic Variation of Preferred Temperature and Critical Thermal 
Maximum within the Plethodon glutinosus Complex. 
 
Introduction 
 Temperature is an important environmental variable, especially for ectotherms 
whose body temperatures are dependent on environmental temperatures. Ectothermic 
body temperature governs both physiological processes and efficiency and changes in 
temperature cause concomitant changes in these functions. Ectotherms can respond to 
environmental temperature fluctuations beyond their normal tolerance limits by 
adjusting their behavior and or their thermal tolerance (Huey and Bennett, 1990; 
Maness & Hutchison, 1980; Rutledge et al., 1987).  
 Many ectotherms behaviorally thermoregulate by modifying their temporal or 
spatial use of the available thermal mosaic. One commonly measured parameter of 
behavioral thermoregulation is preferred temperature, the temperature around which 
organisms congregate when exposed to a range of temperatures in laboratory thermal 
gradients (Hutchison and Dupre, 1992). The preferred temperature (PT) is thought to 
represent an organism’s optimal body temperature or temperature at which 
physiological capacities are maximized (Huey and Bennett, 1990) thus providing 
important information about an organism’s ecology. There has been considerable debate 
in the literature over whether or not to use the term “preferred” because of its 
anthropomorphic implications. Hutchison and Dupre (1992) reviewed these arguments 
and suggested that “preferred temperature” be retained for several reasons, including its 
widespread use in the literature and its acceptance by the Commission for Thermal 
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Physiology of the International Union of Physiological Sciences (1987). I have chosen 
to use the term “preferred” temperature throughout this dissertation. 
 Changes in thermal tolerance require physiological adjustments that run the 
gamut from short-term acclimation/acclimatization to long-term evolutionary 
adaptations (Huey and Bennett, 1990). The critical thermal maximum (CTM) is one 
commonly measured parameter of thermotolerance. Critical thermal maximum 
represents the thermal point at which locomotion becomes disorganized and an animal 
loses the ability to escape conditions that will result in its death (Cowles and Bogert, 
1944). The CTM can be changed by temperature acclimation and by heat hardening. 
Temperature acclimation of CTM requires approximately a week to develop 
(Hutchison, 1961; Brattstrom and Lawrence, 1962; Brattstrom, 1968; Hutchison and 
Ferrance, 1970) and is a compensatory reaction (Rome et al., 1992). Heat hardening is a 
transitory reaction that occurs within a few hours of exposure to sub-CTM or CTM 
temperatures, is also compensatory, and decays within 24 hours of the exposure (Rome 
et al., 1992).  
 Understanding these adjustments is important since the ability to survive 
changing thermal conditions can affect the geographic distribution of a species (Feder, 
1978; Spotila et al., 1989).  Numerous studies have demonstrated adaptive differences 
in both CTM and PT among amphibian species, populations, and across geographic 
clines (reviewed by Rome et al., 1992; Hutchison and Dupre, 1992; Lutterschmidt and 
Hutchison, 1997). In comparison, fewer studies however have examined similar trends 
specifically in salamanders (Zweifel, 1957; Hutchison, 1961; Spotila, 1972; Cupp and 
Brodie, 1972; Delson and Whitford, 1973; Keen and Schroeder, 1975; Hutchison and 
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Hill, 1976; Feder, 1982; Howard et al., 1983; Stauffer et al., 1983; Rutledge et al., 1987; 
Yu, 1995). 
 In 1989 Highton et al. used analyses of protein variation to identify sixteen 
cryptic species within the Plethodon glutinosus complex.  The P. glutinosus complex 
occurs over the eastern United States from New York to central Florida and as far west 
as eastern Oklahoma. Disjunct populations occur in southwestern Texas. Nine of the 
species occur on the Atlantic coastal plain, an area not commonly inhabited by other 
members of the genus Plethodon.  The P. glutinosus complex belongs to a family of 
salamanders (plethodontidae) that do not possess lungs and in which all gas exchange 
occurs across the surface of the skin. Cutaneous gas exchange carries with it the 
potentially serious problem of evaporative water loss to the terrestrial environment and 
is hence particularly sensitive to moisture fluctuations (Shoemaker et al., 1992). 
Consequently, plethodontids tend to be restricted to relatively moist microhabitats 
(Spotila, 1972; Feder, 1983).  
 Past work on this group indicates that at least one of the species (P. 
chlorobryonis) may possess enhanced thermotolerance capabilities. Yu (1995) recorded 
individuals of P. chlorobryonis from South Carolina with field body temperatures of 33 
°C, two degrees below their reported CTM. In addition, individuals from this population 
were able to induce large quantities of hsp70, a protein that has been linked to enhanced 
thermotolerance (reviewed by Feder, 1999). It may be that members of the Plethodon 
glutinosus complex exhibit such a broad distribution because they are thermally adapted 
to hotter environments through enhanced thermal tolerance capabilities and the ability 
to induce high levels of heat shock proteins. 
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 In this chapter I will examine the thermotolerant capabilities of thirteen 
populations within the P. glutinosus complex whose ranges span several environmental 
gradients. Specifically I will determine the following: 1) level of variation in PT and 
CTM, 2) degree of plasticity of both the PT and CTM to increasing temperature and 3) 
whether or not there is a relationship between either PT or CTM and any of the 
environmental gradients. The basic hypothesis is that populations which inhabit the hot 
coastal plain are physiologically adapted to inhabit these areas. These adaptations 
should manifest themselves in higher critical thermal maxima, a more plastic response 
to increasing temperature, and by a strong negative relationship between 
thermotolerance and elevation, latitude, and longitude. The relationship between climate 
and thermotolerance is predicted to be strongly positive.  
 
Materials and Methods  
 
Study Sites 
In 1996, 1997, and 1998 I collected a total of 374 salamanders from thirteen 
local populations within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. I examined the P. 
glutinosus complex because it is widely distributed throughout the eastern United States 
(Figure 2) and occurs over a variety of physiographic regions. Populations were 
selected based on geographic location and climate. To determine if populations within 
the species complex exhibited geographic variation in preferred temperatures (PT) and 
critical thermal maxima (CTM), I chose localities that were geographically distant. All 
localities were at least 100 km apart (Table 1, Figure 4). To determine if climate had an 
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effect on PT and CTM I selected populations that were located within one of three 
different physiographic regions: coastal plain, piedmont, and montane. I obtained 
climate data for each of the populations from the nearest weather station (Table 2) using 
the National Climatic Data Center web site (www.ncdc.noaa.gov). Whenever possible, I 
chose populations from known localities (Highton et al., 1989; Carr, 1996). In cases 
where a locality had been destroyed by logging or development, or when it could not be 
located, the nearest suitable habitat was selected. Species designations were taken from 
Highton et al. (1989). Salamanders collected belonged to the following species: 
Plethodon glutinosus (n = 85), P. cylindraceus (n = 106), P. variolatus (n = 28), P. 
ocmulgee (n = 29), P. grobmani (n = 26) and P. chlorobryonis (n = 100). 
 
Collection and Care of Salamanders 
 I collected salamanders by hand from under logs and rocks, assigned them an 
identifying number, placed them individually into plastic bags and returned them to the 
laboratory. I recorded substrate temperatures at the capture sites with a 24 gauge Cu-Co 
thermocouple and a Bat-12 thermocouple meter (Physiotemp, Clifton, NJ). All 
temperatures in this study were measured to ±0.5 °C. In the laboratory I weighed 
salamanders (Sartorius digital balance, ±0.0005 g) and placed them individually into 
labeled plastic shoeboxes containing moist paper toweling. I measured snout vent length 
(SVL) as the distance from the tip of the snout to anterior edge of the vent using a 
digital caliper (±0.01 mm; Mitutoyo Instr., Japan). I fed salamanders fly larvae (Bass 
Boss Bait, Akron, OH) ad libitum once a week.  Paper toweling was changed weekly 
and salamanders were weighed monthly to monitor health. Boxes were held in 
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environmental chambers at 15 °C with a 12:12 LD cycle. Four weeks prior to 
experimentation, I transferred specimens to an environmental chamber set at either 15 ± 
0.5 °C (Gem Refrigerator Co., Philadelphia, PA) or 25 ± 0.3 °C (1997-Precision 
Scientific Inc., Chicago, IL; 1998-Rheem Manufacturing Company, Asheville, NC) 
with a 12:12 LD cycle.  
 
Thermal Gradient and Testing Procedure 
 I determined preferred temperature (PT) following the method of Spotila 
(1972).  I used a large wooden box to house two parallel temperature gradient chambers 
measuring 150 cm x 7.5 cm x 3.5 cm (Figure 5).  These chambers had a floor 
constructed of an aluminum plate, and were lined with a 5 mm layer of wet vermiculite. 
To prevent loss of heat and moisture during observation, the chamber walls were fully 
insulated with foam and the box equipped with a double lid system. This lid system 
consisted of a clear, 2 mm thick, plexi-glass cover positioned directly over the chambers 
at 3.5 cm, and a solid wooden lid that was positioned 4.0 cm above the plexi-glass 
cover. This solid, wooden lid prevented light from entering the chambers. A thermal 
gradient was established by heating one end of the aluminum floor with a hot plate 
connected to a Powerstat variable autotransformer and cooling the other end with ice.  I 
epoxied thermocouples to the floor at 5 cm intervals and connected them via 
switchboxes to a TH-65 thermocouple meter (Wescor Inc., Logan, UT). Thermocouple 
position was indicated by numbers on the wall of the chamber that corresponded to 
numbers on the switchboxes. All gradient experiments took place between 0930-1800 
hours during the months of August-October. The thermal gradient equilibrated for 1 
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hour prior to the introduction of salamanders. I placed salamanders individually within 
a gradient compartment for 4 hours.  During the first hour, salamanders freely explored 
the gradient. I recorded position and associated substrate temperatures at hours 2, 3, and 
4. I observed salamanders by opening the wooden lid and locating their position through 
the clear plexi-glass cover. I averaged the 3 temperatures to obtain the PT. 
 
Critical Thermal Maximum Procedure 
 I determined critical thermal maximum (CTM) following the method of 
Hutchison (1961). All CTM experiments occurred at least four days after determination 
of the preferred temperatures. I placed individual salamanders into a 2000 ml 
distillation flask containing 600 ml of water at the acclimation temperature of either 15 
°C or 25 °C (Figure 6). I heated the water at a rate of 1.0 °C/minute using a flask heater 
(Glascol, Terre Haute, IN) connected to a variable autotransformer (Powerstat, Bristol, 
CT). An airstone continually aerated the water in the flask providing sufficient oxygen 
and mixing the water.  I recorded the water temperature every minute using a 
thermocouple and Bat-12 thermocouple meter (Physiotemp, Clifton, NJ).  Body 
temperatures were not monitored directly since the rate of heating prevented a 
measurable lag between body and water temperatures (Hutchison, 1961). I recorded the 
CTM as the temperature at which the animal entered spasms. Immediately upon 
reaching the CTM, I removed salamanders from the flask and immersed them in ice 
water until they recovered (~1-2 minutes). Following recovery, salamanders were 
returned to the appropriate environmental chamber. 
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Data Analysis 
 I used a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for differences in body 
size, PT and CTM among the thirteen populations. I performed separate 3-way analyses 
of variance (ANOVA) to test for population effects, acclimation temperature effects, 
sex effects, and the interaction of these effects on both PT and CTM. I used the Tukey-
Kramer Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) as a post-hoc test to determine where 
significant differences were between populations within each acclimation temperature. I 
used linear regression analyses to examine the relationships between body size, PT, 
CTM and geographic location and climate. The “elevation+latitude” term used in the 
regression analyses was determined by adjusting the latitude of a site 1° north / 100 m 
of elevation. I accepted P £ 0.05 as a statistically significant difference. All statistical 
analyses were performed using JMP for windows 95/98 v3.2.2, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 
NC. Graphs were drawn using Cricket Graph III for MacIntosh, v1.5.3, Computer 
Associates International, Inc., Islandia, NY.  
 
Permits 
 Salamanders were collected under authority of scientific collecting permits 
issued by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, West Virginia Department of 
Natural Resources, Virginia Department of Natural Resources, North Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources, South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, 
and the Georgia Department of Natural Resources. Special use permits and / or 
permission were also received from the Francis Marion National Forest, Uhwarrie 
National Game Lands, Little Ocmulgee State Park, Winchester Wildlife Management 
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Area, Clinch Mountain Wildlife Management Area, and the Lake Talquin State Picnic 
Area. Field research protocols followed those issued by the American Society of 
Icthyologists and Herpetologists in their guidelines on the use of live animals in field 
research (1987). Laboratory experimental protocols were approved by the Drexel 
University Animal Care and Use Committee. 
 
Results 
 
Field Climate Data 
 To understand patterns of environmental variation among the study sites I 
obtained climate data from the nearest available weather stations (Table 2). Coastal 
plain field sites experienced warmer temperatures throughout the year in comparison to 
montane sites. Montane sites were exposed to colder temperatures during the winter 
months then either the piedmont or coastal plain physiographic regions (Table 3, 
Appendix I). A linear regression analysis was used to verify the relationship between 
30-year monthly climate summaries and elevation, latitude, and longitude (Figures 7, 8, 
9). As expected there was a significant negative relationship between minimum mean 
environmental temperature (Figure 7) and both elevation (P = 0.019) and latitude (P < 
0.0001). Likewise there was a significant negative interaction between maximum mean 
environmental temperature (Figure 8) and both elevation (P = 0.0007) and latitude (P = 
0.0012). Minimum mean environmental temperature was positively related to longitude 
(Figure 9). Comparisons regarding mean precipitation levels were not possible as data 
were not available for all of the study sites.  
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Variation in Body Size 
 Salamanders within the Plethodon glutinosus complex exhibited considerable 
variation in body size. Salamander body mass ranged from 1.29-12.76 g with a mean 
mass of 5.12 ± 2.17 g. Snout vent lengths (SVL) ranged from 33.8-76.2 mm with a 
mean SVL of 55.9 ± 9.2 mm. The thirteen salamander populations exhibited significant 
variation in both mass (P < 0.0001) and snout vent length (P < 0.0001, Table 4). A 
coastal plain population (C5) had the smallest mean body size (mass = 3.26 g, SVL = 
48.4 mm) while a piedmont population (P3) had the largest (mass = 8.31 g; SVL = 68.4 
mm). A Tukey-Kramer HSD indicated that body size gradually decreased among the 
thirteen populations with populations at the ends of the gradient being significantly 
different from each other and from most of the populations with intermediate body 
sizes. Two piedmont populations (P2, P3) had salamanders that were significantly 
larger (mass & SVL) than 62% of the populations (Table 4), and two coastal plain 
populations (C5, C6) had salamanders that were significantly smaller than 38% of the 
populations.  
 A regression analysis determined that body size varied with latitude (mass P = 
0.0664, SVL P = 0.0446) but not with elevation or longitude. There was a significant 
interaction between physiographic region and body size (mass and SVL P < 0.0001). 
All of the coastal plain populations examined were significantly smaller than both the 
piedmont (P. cylindraceus) and montane (P. glutinosus) populations as indicated by a 
Tukey-Kramer HSD. Montane populations were significantly smaller than Piedmont 
populations (Table 5). While slightly more males (139) were captured than females 
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(128, Table 6) the sex ratios within individual populations and species were not 
significantly different from 1:1 male:female (Chi Square = 8.264, P = 0.7642).   
 
Field Substrate Temperatures  
 Salamanders (n = 374) were captured in the field at substrate temperatures 
ranging from 8.3 ºC to 23.5 ºC with a mean field substrate temperature of 14.5 ºC (±2.4 
ºC; Table 7). In 1996, I collected salamanders during the months of June and July. 
Mean substrate temperature for 1996 was 16.8 ºC (SE = 0.33). In 1997 and 1998, I 
collected salamanders primarily during the spring months (Feb-June). Mean substrate 
temperatures for 1997/1998 were 14.0 ºC (SE = 0.19) and 14.1 ºC (SE = 0.16) 
respectively. Regression analyses did not detect a significant interaction between field 
substrate temperatures recorded at time of capture and either elevation, latitude, 
longitude, or maximum and minimum mean monthly temperatures. 
 
Thermal Gradient Conditions  
 The thermal gradient established within one hour (pre-trial) and remained 
stable for the duration of the test period (hours 1-4). The gradient was approximately 
linear with temperatures ranging from 3.7 °C to 38 °C with an interval of 0.9 °C ±0.1 
between thermocouples (Figure 10). While the salamanders were free to explore the 
gradient during the observation period they tended to occupy a small range of available 
temperatures (Figure 11). Salamanders occupied temperatures ranging from 3.7 °C to 
32.8 °C with a mean of 21.9 ± 4.2 °C. Temperatures at the terminal position (#29) of the 
cold end of the gradient were sufficiently low enough (<5 °C) to inhibit locomotion, 
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therefore observations where salamanders occupied this position were discarded from 
the analysis. Salamanders were never observed at position 1 (>36 °C). 
 
Preferred Temperature  
 Preferred temperatures for 270 salamanders ranged from 6.6 °C- 31.8 °C with a 
mean of 21.9 ± 4.0 °C. A regression analysis indicated that there was no significant 
relationship between salamander body mass and preferred temperature (R2 = 0.0008; P 
= 0.677; Figure 12). Preferred temperature did not vary significantly by time of day, 
month, or year of analysis (ANOVA). The following analyses used data pooled from 
1997 and 1998. 
 
Acclimation Temperature 
 Acclimation temperature had a significant effect on PT (P = 0.0276). Preferred 
temperature was 21.5 °C at an acclimation temperature of 15 °C and increased to 22.5 
°C at an acclimation temperature of 25 °C (Figure 13). Although the overall 
population*AT (acclimation temperature) interaction was not significant (Table 8A), 
population responses to acclimation temperature were variable (Figure 14). There was 
an increase in PT in 57% of the populations as acclimation temperature increased. In 
29% of the populations preferred temperature decreased with increasing acclimation 
temperature. Only three populations exhibited significant differences in PT between 15 
°C and 25 °C acclimation temperatures: M2, C2, and C5 (Table 9). 
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Male/Female Variation 
 In general, PT did not vary significantly between males (21.7 °C) and females 
(22.3 °C; see Table 8A). There was, however, a weak sex*population interaction (P = 
0.08). Female salamanders from a coastal plain population (C2) had significantly higher 
PT than males (Table 10). Males had significantly higher PT in a coastal plain 
population (C1) from Virginia (Figure 15). 
 
Geographic Variation 
 Preferred temperatures were determined for thirteen salamander populations 
(Table 9, Figure 16). A coastal plain population (C2) from North Carolina had the 
highest PT (27.1 °C) when acclimated at 15 °C while C6 from Georgia had the lowest 
PT (18.5 °C). At an acclimation temperature of 25 °C a montane population (M2) from 
West Virginia had the highest PT (25.3 °C) while C6 again had the lowest PT (19.7 °C). 
Preferred temperatures varied significantly among the thirteen study populations (P < 
0.0001, Table 8A). A Tukey-Kramer HSD test clarified these differences (Figure 16). 
At an acclimation temperature of 15 °C, a single coastal plain population (C2) from 
North Carolina was significantly different from 8 of the 13 populations. Population C6 
significantly differed from three populations (M3 / VA; P2 / VA; C2 / NC) while 
populations C7 (FL) and M1 (PA) differed from two populations (P3 / VA; C2 / NC). 
The remaining nine populations were not significantly different from each other. At an 
acclimation temperature of 25 °C, none of the populations were significantly different 
from one another. 
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 Regression analysis indicated that there was no relationship between climate, 
geographic location, and the preferred temperatures of the thirteen populations using 
field temperatures, 30 year monthly mean temperatures (hottest & coldest month), 
elevation, latitude, longitude, and elevation + latitude (Tables 1, 3, 11).  
  
Critical Thermal Maximum 
 Critical thermal maximum (n = 269) ranged from 30.4 °C to 36.2 °C with a 
mean of 33.4 ± 1.2 °C. A regression analysis indicated that there was no significant 
relationship between salamander body mass and CTM (R2 = 0.006; P = 0.207; Figure 
17). Critical thermal maximum did not vary significantly by sex, time of day, month, or 
year of analysis (ANOVA). The following analyses used data pooled from 1997 and 
1998. 
 
Acclimation Temperature 
 Acclimation temperature had a significant effect on CTM (P < 0.0001). Mean 
CTM was 32.6 °C at an acclimation temperature of 15 °C and increased to 34.3 °C at an 
acclimation temperature of 25 °C (Figure 18). Population responses to increasing 
acclimation temperature varied in intensity with a significant population*AT 
(acclimation temperature) interaction (Table 8B, Figure 19). Population M3 (VA) 
exhibited the least response in CTM with increasing acclimation temperature (0.08 °C) 
while C7 (FL) exhibited the greatest response (2.7 °C).  
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Geographic Variation 
 Critical thermal maxima were determined for thirteen populations of the P. 
glutinosus complex (Table 12, Figure 20). A montane population (M3) from Virginia 
had the highest CTM (33.4 °C) when acclimated at 15 °C while a coastal plain 
population (C7) from Florida had the lowest (31.8 °C). The CTM varied significantly 
among the thirteen study populations (P < 0.0001) and a Tukey-Kramer HSD test 
clarified these differences (Figure 20). All piedmont and montane populations except 
M1 (PA) and P3 (NC) had a significantly higher CTM than all of the coastal plain 
populations except C2 (NC) and C6. P3 (NC) and M1 (PA) were not significantly 
different from any of the populations. At an acclimation temperature of 25 °C there 
were no significant differences between any of the salamander populations.  
 A regression analysis was used to determine whether there was a relationship 
between climate, geographic location, and the critical thermal maxima of the thirteen 
populations. Critical thermal maxima were regressed against field temperatures (Table 
7), 30 year monthly mean temperatures (hottest & coldest month, Table 3), elevation, 
latitude, longitude (Table 1), and elevation + latitude (Table 3).  There was a significant 
negative correlation between 30 year mean monthly temperatures and CTM (Table 11, 
Figure 21). Populations from regions with the highest 30 year mean monthly 
temperatures had the lowest critical thermal maxima. There was no significant 
relationship between CTM and field temperatures (Table 11).  There was a significant 
positive relationship between CTM and elevation (Figure 22), latitude, and 
elevation+latitude (Figure 23). Critical thermal maximum increased as all of these 
parameters increased but was unaffected by increasing longitude (Table 11).  
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CTM Plasticity 
 It was noted above that the response of CTM to increasing acclimation 
temperature varied significantly among the thirteen salamander populations (Figure 19, 
Table 8B). The difference in CTM exhibited between 15 °C and 25 °C is used as an 
index of phenotypic plasticity of CTM. A regression analysis indicated that there was a 
significant relationship between CTM plasticity and several geographic and climatic 
variables. There was a significant negative relationship between CTM plasticity and 
elevation (P = 0.0064), latitude (P = 0.0326), and elevation+latitude (P = 0.0021; 
Figures 24, 25). There was a significant positive response between CTM plasticity and 
the climate variables maximum (P = 0.0073) and minimum 30 year monthly 
temperature means (P = 0.0133; Figure 26). Coastal plain populations exhibited a 
greater increase in CTM with increasing acclimation temperature than did either 
piedmont or montane populations (Figure 19).  
 
Discussion 
 This study revealed that salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex exhibited 
significant geographic variation in body size, preferred temperatures and critical 
thermal maxima. In addition, both body size and CTM were significantly related to 
several climate variables.  More importantly, there was a highly significant relationship 
between CTM plasticity and climate such that salamanders from warm climates 
exhibited a greater degree of plasticity to increasing temperature than salamanders from 
cold climates. 
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Variation in Body Size 
 Salamanders within the Plethodon glutinosus complex exhibited significant 
levels of variation. As expected, individuals within a population varied considerably in 
both size and mass. Populations also exhibited significant differences in both mass and 
snout vent lengths.  Body size differences among populations within P. chlorobryonis 
(mass P=0.006, SVL P=0.0003) and P. cylindraceus (mass P=0.002, SVL P=0.003) 
were significantly different while those of P. glutinosus were not. It is interesting to 
note that the degree of body size variation within and among populations gradually 
became less pronounced as site location shifted from montane to coastal plain regions 
(see below).   
 There was also a significant amount of geographic variation in both mass and 
snout vent length. All of the coastal plain populations examined were significantly 
smaller than both the piedmont (P. cylindraceus) and montane (P. glutinosus) 
populations. Previous work on geographic variation of body size in Plethodon 
glutinosus (Highton, 1962, Highton et al., 1989; Carr, 1996) demonstrated a similar 
relationship in which coastal plain populations were consistently smaller than inland 
populations. Salamanders from the Plethodon glutinosus complex in Florida are active 
year round and both males and females reproduce annually (Highton, 1962). Northern 
salamanders are active from the end of April to the end of October and females only 
reproduce once every two years (Highton, 1962; Semlitsch, 1980; Pfingsten, 1989). 
Small body size in coastal plain populations may be the result of the warmer 
temperatures and longer activity period in the south (Highton, 1962) which allows 
southern populations of Plethodon to have faster growth rates and a younger age at 
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maturity than northern populations. Southern populations of Plethodon typically begin 
to reproduce at 3 years of age whereas northern populations delay maturity until age 4 
or 5 (Semlitsch, 1980; Highton, 1962). The slower growth rates in northern populations 
combined with delayed maturation and biannual reproductive cycles may explain the 
higher levels of variation among body sizes observed both within and among these 
populations.  
 Alternatively, metabolic differences associated with the different thermal 
environments of the coastal plain and montane physiographic regions could explain the 
observed dichotomy in body size. Metabolic rates in salamanders have been shown to 
increase with both body size and temperature (reviewed by Gatten et al., 1992). 
Assuming that adult P. glutinosus has a resting metabolic oxygen demand of 0.0828 
ml/g×h at 25 °C (Feder, 1976), a 3 g animal has a metabolic oxygen demand of 0.25 
ml/h, half that of a 6 g animal (0.5 ml/h). Early maturation or maturation at a smaller 
body size would lower adult metabolic costs and enable coastal plain salamanders to 
allocate more resources to the other components of the resource budget, namely 
reproduction and storage (Dunham et al., 1989). Thus, small salamanders in coastal 
plain populations could afford to reproduce annually and gain a reproductive advantage 
over larger salamanders. Small body size would therefore have adaptive value by 
lowering daily and seasonal maintenance costs and increasing fecundity (Bernardo and 
Spotila, 1991; Bernardo, 1994; Constantz, 1979; Conover and Present, 1990). 
 While small body size may convey reduced maintenance costs and increased 
fecundity it does present coastal plain salamanders from the genus Plethodon with 
potential thermoregulatory challenges. Small salamanders have a larger surface to 
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volume ratio and hence will exchange heat and moisture with the environment faster 
then large salamanders (Spotila et al., 1992; Spotila, 1972). Moisture constraints 
associated with cutaneous respiration often confine these salamanders to cover objects 
or subterranean retreats and foraging activity tends to be restricted to moist humid 
nights (Spotila, 1972). Following foraging activity, choice of cover object could trap 
salamanders within microhabitats that approach critically warm temperatures. Under 
these circumstances ability to tolerate higher temperatures becomes critical. Questions 
have been raised as to whether salamanders ever experience high temperatures in the 
field. Salamanders from tropical habitats experience warm temperatures and even 
voluntarily expose themselves to warm temperatures (Feder, 1982). In temperate 
habitats P. chlorobryonis was observed in the field with body temperatures of 33 °C 
(Yu, 1995), Eurycea bislineata at 27.7 °C (Near et al., 1990), and Ambystoma 
maculatum at 39.7 °C (Pough and Wilson, 1970).  These studies seem to indicate that 
salamanders can and do experience elevated temperature levels. How do the preferred 
temperatures and critical thermal maxima compare among inland (montane and 
piedmont) populations and coastal plain populations of the P. glutinosus complex? 
 
Preferred Temperature 
 
Acclimation Temperature 
 There was a positive relationship between preferred temperature and 
acclimation temperature. Salamanders acclimated at 25 °C had significantly higher 
preferred temperatures than salamanders acclimated at 15 °C. The preferred temperature 
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in ectotherms is influenced by the most recent thermal history of the organism 
(Hutchison and Dupré, 1992) and much of the previous work on amphibians 
demonstrates a similar positive correla tion between acclimation temperature and 
preferred temperature (Lillywhite, 1971; Hutchison and Hill, 1976; Keen and 
Schroeder, 1975; Feder, 1982; Stauffer et al., 1983; Wollmuth et al., 1987). Feder and 
Pough (1975) observed an inverse relationship between preferred temperature and 
acclimation temperature in Plethodon cinereus. They argued that this reduction in PT 
after exposure to increasing temperatures functioned as a compensation reaction that 
would stimulate the salamander to seek cooler more moist environments. While this 
argument makes intuitive sense this kind of negative relationship between PT and 
acclimation temperature hasn’t been observed in other groups of plethodontid 
salamanders. Tropical plethodontids (Feder, 1982) exhibit a positive relationship 
between PT and acclimation temperature while Spotila (1972) observed no significant 
relationship between PT and acclimation temperature in temperate zone plethodontids.  
 
Range of Selected Temperatures 
 Salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex avoided the higher 
temperatures in the gradient and selected a range of temperatures within which to spend 
their time. However, the range of temperatures selected by salamanders was highly 
variable. Selected temperatures ranged from 6.6 °C- 31.8 °C with a mean of 21.9 ± 4 
°C. The range of temperatures selected was similar to that reported for P. glutinosus (0 
°C- 30.0 °C), P. jordani (0 °C -35 °C), and P. yonahlossee (0 °C -28 °C) by Spotila 
(1972).  Other salamander species such as Cryptobranchus (5 °C -35 °C) and Necturus 
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(4 °C -32 °C; Hutchison and Hill, 1976), Ambystoma tigrinum larvae (15 °C -29 °C; 
Heath, 1975), and the newt Taricha rivularis (8 °C -28 °C; Licht and Brown, 1967) also 
had similar ranges of selected temperatures. The highly variable range of temperatures 
selected by the salamanders could be due to several factors, one of which is that 
amphibians may possess less precise control of body temperatures than that observed 
for reptiles (Hutchison and Dupre, 1992).  
 Imprecise temperature selection has also been attributed to nutritional state of 
the animal. Studies indicate that amphibians select different temperatures when fed than 
when fasted (O’Connor and Tracy, 1992; Witters and Sievert, 2001). While the 
preferred temperatures recorded he re were slightly high (mean PT = 21.9 ± 4 °C), it is 
doubtful that nutritional status played a role in the variable nature of the temperatures 
selected. Salamanders in this study were fasted for at least 1 week prior to the start of 
experimentation and dissection of specimens for use in biochemical analyses (ELISA) 
confirmed that all stomachs were empty and that the upper intestinal tracts were devoid 
of fecal matter. 
 The most likely reason contributing to the less precise control of body 
temperature exhib ited by amphibians is that there is a tradeoff between hydric 
requirements, energy requirements, and thermoregulation (Tracy, 1975, 1976; 
O’Connor & Tracy, 1992). Rosenthal (1957) observed salamanders randomly selecting 
temperatures on moist soils while selecting cooler temperatures in dryer soils. Similar 
relationships have been observed in toads (Williams and Wygoda, 1993; Tracy et al., 
1993). Salamanders were not exposed to drying substrates in this study as the substrate 
was frequently moistened (daily) and changed (weekly) and temperatures selected 
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reflect these moist conditions. Salamanders clearly avoided the hottest temperatures 
(>36 °C) even though the chamber was moist and humid as none were ever observed 
occupying that end of the gradient. Therefore, within the P. glutinosus complex, 
temperature selection may not be as important in moist soils with the exception of 
avoiding critically warm temperatures. 
 
Interpopulation Variation 
 At acclimation temperatures of 15 °C intraspecific variation in PT was 
significant only within P. chlorobryonis.  Populations varied in preferred temperatures 
by up to 7.7 °C in P. chlorobryonis, 4.5 °C in P. glutinosus, and by 3.8 °C in P. 
cylindraceus when acclimated at 15 °C. Intraspecific variation was examined by Spotila 
(1972) for populations of Desmognathus, by Licht and Brown (1967) for Taricha, and 
by Heath (1975) for A. tigrinum larvae. Populations of adult Desmognathus examined 
by Spotila varied by 1.8 °C (D. fuscus) and 2.1 °C (D. ochrophaeus). Larvae examined 
by Heath and by Licht and Brown varied by less than 1.0 °C. This large disparity in 
intraspecific observations between this study and previous studies may be the result of 
the location of the study populations examined. Geographic distance between study 
populations may have resulted in the large degree of intraspecific variation observed. 
The populations examined by Licht and Brown and by Heath were in relatively close 
proximity to one another (within a 100 km) whereas my sites were further apart (200-
700 km). Spotila’s sites were intermediate in distance being only between 100-200 km 
apart. Widely separated populations are expected to have virtually no gene flow 
between them and so are more likely to follow trajectories associated with their local 
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environmental conditions.  Other investigators have used amphibians from different 
populations in their PT studies but failed to treat them separately during analysis thus 
eradicating potential differences in temperatures selected (Rosenthal, 1957; Feder and 
Pough, 1975; Dupre et al., 1986; Hutchison and Spriestersbach, 1986; Witters and 
Sievert, 2001). 
 Levels of intraspecific variation observed in preferred temperatures (3.8 °C, 4.5 
°C, 7.7 °C) approached and even surpassed the levels of interspecific variation recorded 
here (5.5 °C) and by Spotila (1972; 6.8 °C) for salamanders from the genus Plethodon. 
Interspecific levels of variation in PT for other plethodontid genera varied in temperate 
salamanders (Spotila, 1972) by up to 2.9 °C (Eurycea) and 8.2 °C (Desmognathus) and 
in tropical salamanders (Feder, 1982) by up to 4.5 °C (Bolittoglossa) and 5.0 °C 
(Pseudoeurycea). Some local populations of Plethodon may be as physiologically 
different from conspecific populations as they are from congeneric populations. Such 
differences may result from genetic adaptations to local environmental conditions or 
simply be the result of phenotypic plasticity (Highton, 1995). This trend may be 
exaggerated for species that have large geographic distributions and populations that 
occur over a variety of physiographic regions and climates. 
 
Geographic Trends 
 Regression analyses indicated that there was no significant relationship 
between climate, geographic location, and the preferred temperatures of the thirteen 
salamander populations. However, weak trends between PT and both 30-year mean 
temperature and latitude were observed: preferred temperatures decreased with 
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increasing environmental temperatures and increased with increasing latitude. There are 
few studies on amphibians regarding geographic or climatic variation in PT and no clear 
trends emerge from these studies for comparison. Spotila (1972) examined inter- and 
intraspecific variation in PT among several plethodontid species but only two (P. 
glutinosus complex, and D. ochrophaeus) were represented by specimens from 
geographically distant populations (Arkansas, Tennessee, & North Carolina). In the two 
populations of the P. glutinosus complex examined by Spotila, PT increased with 
increasing latitude and elevation. Two populations of D. ochrophaeus (North Carolina, 
Tennessee) had a negative relationship between PT and latitude (Spotila, 1972) and a 
positive relationship between PT and elevation (Spotila, pers. comm.).  Spotila (1972) 
also reported elevations for two populations of D. fuscus in which PT decreased as 
elevation increased. Heath (1975) examined several populations of Ambystoma tigrinum 
from different elevations. Preferred temperatures of his adult populations varied from 
0.7-5.3 °C with PT increasing as elevation increased. Interspecific comparisons between 
PT and elevation were conducted by Feder (1982) for several tropical members of the 
family Plethodontidae. He demonstrated an overall decrease in PT with increasing 
elevation among genera, but obtained conflicting results within individual genera. 
Species within the genus Pseudoeurycea and Bolitoglossa had preferred temperatures 
that decreased with increasing elevation while those in the genus Thorius exhibited an 
increase in PT as elevation increased.  
 Within the P. glutinosus complex there was an overall, significantly positive 
relationship between acclimation temperature and PT but a negative trend between PT 
and climate. While not significant it is none the less interesting because the acclimation 
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studies support a prediction that salamanders from warmer climates would have higher 
PT than cold climate salamanders. The answer to this conflicting observation may lie in 
studies on the thermal acclimation of metabolic rates. Comparisons of the metabolic 
rates of temperate salamanders indicate that metabolic rates are lower in warm 
acclimated then cool acclimated salamanders (Feder, 1978). This reduction in metabolic 
rate is hypothesized to reduce the energy requirements and thus the storage reserves of 
the salamanders in warm climates (Feder, 1978). Coastal plain salamanders examined 
could also be predicted to have lower metabolic rates for two reasons: 1) the climate of 
the coastal plain is warm (appendix I) and 2) mean body size is small (see above 
discussion on body size). If warm adapted salamanders have lowered metabolic rates to 
reduce daily maintenance costs and conserve energy reserves then it also seems possible 
that they might be expected to select lower temperatures. In other words because their 
metabolic system is operating at an overall lower level than cool adapted salamanders 
their optimal range of body temperatures should be expected to be lower as well. 
Comparisons of Spotila’s (1972) data concerning mean PT for both an Arkansas and 
North Carolina population of the P. glutinosus complex reveal a similar trend. The 
Arkansas salamanders have a lower PT then the North Carolina animals.  
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Critical Thermal Maximum 
 
Acclimation Temperature 
 As expected, there was a positive relationship between critical thermal 
maximum and acclimation temperature. Salamanders acclimated at 25 °C had 
significantly higher critical thermal maxima than salamanders acclimated at 15 °C. This 
positive correlation between acclimation temperature and CTM has been well 
documented in the literature for amphibians (reviews by Hutchison and Dupre, 1992; 
Lutterschmidt and Hutchison, 1997). The exact mechanism responsible for acclimation 
of thermal limits is unclear although it is thought to occur at the molecular level. There 
are several hypotheses concerning the molecular mechanisms of thermal acclimation 
and tolerance (reviewed by Hochachka and Somero, 1984; Rome at al., 1992; Feder, 
1999; Krebs and Bettencourt, 1999). These include: the manufacture of isozymes that 
are catalytically more efficient at higher temperatures, changing the concentrations of 
enzymes to compensate for higher temperatures, changing the concentrations of enzyme 
modulators to maintain substrate affinity at high temperatures, and the production of 
heat shock proteins. Of these, the production of heat shock proteins offers the most 
promise as the mechanism operating at the level of the whole organism (Feder, 1999; 
Krebs and Bettencourt, 1999) and will be examined in the next chapter. 
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Geographic Trends 
 Regression analyses indicated that there was a significant relationship between 
climate, geographic location, and the critical thermal maxima of the thirteen salamander 
populations. What was surprising was that the relationship was opposite of what was 
predicted: CTM increased significantly with increasing elevation (P = 0.0019), latitude 
(P = 0.0367), and elvation+latitude (P = 0.0011) and decreased as the regional climate 
warmed. It has generally been accepted that CTM decreases with increasing latitude and 
elevation among different species (Rome et al., 1992) and is the general pattern 
observed between tropical and temperate anurans (Brattstrom, 1968) and salamanders 
(Feder, 1982). There are examples within both tropical and temperate amphibian 
species of CTM-climate relationships that are different from the above general pattern. 
For example, Brattstrom (1968) observed a positive correlation between CTM and both 
latitude and elevation in Hyla regilla, and no relationship at all in Rana pipiens. 
Similarly, no relationship emerged between elevation and CTM within the salamander 
species Ambystoma macrodactylum (Howard et al., 1983) or within the frog species 
Rana sylvatica (Manis and Claussen, 1986) or R. pipiens (Brattstrom, 1968). Most of 
the intraspecific patterns in CTM have only been observed for widely distributed 
species or species complexes (Brattstrom, 1968; 1970; Delson and Whitford, 1973).  
 Coastal plain populations of the P. glutinosus complex exhibited a greater 
degree of CTM plasticity with increasing temperatures than did either piedmont or 
montane populations. While other studies have not specifically addressed this 
phenomenon their data revealed a similar relationship between CTM plasticity and 
increasing elevation and latitude. Spotila (1972) reported the critical thermal maximum 
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for an Ozark population of P. kisatchie from Arkansas and a montane population of P. 
cylindraceus from Tennessee. The CTM of the Ozark population increased by 3.5 °C as 
acclimation temperature shifted from 5 °C to 25 °C whereas the CTM of the montane 
population only increased by 2.0 °C. Howard et al. (1983) examined the CTM in three 
populations of A. macrodactylum from three different elevations. A population at 420 m 
exhibited a greater increase in CTM between 8 °C and 20 °C (1.5 °C) than did a 
population at 1140 m (0.7 °C). Finally, Hutchison’s (1961) data indicated that 
populations of Notophthalamus viridescens from North Carolina exhibited a greater 
increase in CTM (2.6-3.7 °C) as acclimation temperature shifted from 5 °C to 20 °C 
than did a population from Michigan (2.5 °C). 
 It appears that ability to adjust CTM or CTM plasticity is more important in 
determining geographic distribution than absolute thermal limits. This hypothesis 
predicts that habitat variability will be correlated with degree of CTM plasticity. In the 
P. glutinosus complex this is exactly the type of relationship observed between CTM 
and all of the geographic and climatic variables examined (Figures 20-22). In other 
words, salamanders from the coastal plain exhibited a greater ability to acclimate the 
CTM under shifting temperature regimes then northern or high elevation salamanders. 
This is one of the few studies to actually demonstrate this kind of relationship. Most 
studies have examined the correlation between CTM and geographic variables (see 
above) but few have examined the plasticity of CTM to increasing acclimation 
temperature (Delson and Whitford, 1973; Rome et al., 1992). None have examined this 
plasticity across the range of a widely distributed species or species complex.  
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 There was an interesting dichotomy in the CTM profiles of the various 
salamander populations: populations varied significantly when acclimated to 15 °C but 
not when acclimated to the higher acclimation temperature of 25 °C. At 25 °C all of the 
study populations CTMs plateau at approximately 34.5 °C (Figure 16). This acclimation 
temperature probably represents a stressful temperature near the upper tolerance limit 
for the entire P. glutinosus complex, hence all of the populations CTMs responded in a 
similar manner to this temperature. The population responses to an acclimation 
temperature of 15 °C more accurately reflect the influence of local selection pressures. 
Coastal plain populations are active year round (Highton, 1962) and hence are more 
likely to experience warmer environmental temperatures over a longer time span 
(Appendix 1). An acclimation temperature of 15 °C is representative of temperatures 
that these populations normally experience during the winter months and is at the low 
end of the range of environmental temperatures to which they may be exposed. Hence 
this temperature may have triggered a cold acclimation response and concomitant 
decrease in CTM within the coastal plain populations. Salamanders from the montane 
and piedmont physiographic regions have a more limited activity season and are only 
active from late April to October (Highton, 1962). An acclimation temperature of 15 °C 
is representative of temperatures that these populations normally experience during the 
spring months and may reflect the middle to upper end of the range of environmental 
temperatures to which they may be exposed. Additional acclimation treatments to what 
would be predicted to be uniformly cold temperatures for all of the populations, i.e. 5 
°C may resolve this problem? At an acclimation temperature of 5 °C I would predict 
that all of the populations CTMs would plateau at a temperature approaching the CTM 
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of the coastal plain populations from the 15 °C acclimation temperature (approximately 
32.5 °C).  
 
Summary 
 This study revealed that salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex exhibited 
significant geographic variation in body size, preferred temperatures and critical 
thermal maxima. Body size was significantly related to two climate variables (latitude, 
30 year mean temperatures) such that southern salamanders from warm climates were 
smaller in size than salamanders from colder, more northern climates. Preferred 
temperatures varied significantly among populations with a weak trend observed 
between PT and both 30-year temperature means and latitude. Critical thermal 
maximum exhibited a significant negative relationship with 30 year mean temperatures 
but were positively related to latitude, elevation, and elevation+latitude. However, while 
southern salamanders exhibited a lower CTM than did northern salamanders, they 
exhibited a greater ability to acclimate their CTM.   
 The ability to adjust physiologically to new temperatures is critical to 
salamanders that occupy the warmer, coastal plain climates. Salamanders from the 
southern coastal plain are active year round and may rarely experience freezing 
temperatures (Appendix I). These mild winter temperatures are countered however with 
longer exposure to extreme summer temperatures. Northern salamanders are not active 
during the months of December – March (Highton, 1962) and experience more 
moderate summer temperatures. Because of the wider range of temperatures that 
southern salamanders are likely to encounter during their activity period they possess a 
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more labile thermal tolerance. Montane regions, with their cooler temperatures, may 
limit salamander exposure to wide temperature fluctuations during the activity season. 
This is reflected in the more narrow thermal tolerance range of these animals. Piedmont 
populations, which are intermediate in both geographic location and climate, 
demonstrated acclimation ranges that were intermediate to coastal plain and montane 
populations (Figure 22). 
 During the Pleistocene glacial period ancestral forms of Plethodon were 
restricted to relict forests in the Appalachian Mountains. Following the glacial period 
several forms of Plethodon extended their range down into the forests of the lowlands 
(Highton, 1995). Today the P. glutinosus complex is a widely ranging group that occurs 
over the eastern United States. The ability to adjust physiologically to new temperatures 
may have enabled the ancestors of the P. glutinosus complex to extend their range onto 
the coastal plain and the retention of this ability in some of the species may explain their 
continued distribution in these areas.  
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Table 2. Location of weather stations used to obtain climate data for the thirteen local 
populations of salamanders within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Some localities 
did not have a single weather station in operation for the thirty-year interval required for 
long-term climate data. When this occurred, the next nearest station was used.  These 
alternate stations are marked with an (*).  
 
 
  
Station Name State County Elevation (m) Latitude Longitude 
      
Tallahassee WSO AP FL Leon 17 30°23’ 84°21’ 
Eastman 1 W GA Dodge 122 32°12’ 83°12’ 
Asheboro 2 W NC Randolph 265 35°42’ 79°50’ 
Lewiston NC Bertie 15 36°08’ 77°10’ 
Allentown WSO AP PA Lehigh 115 40°39’ 75°27’ 
Blackville 3 W SC Barnwell 99 33°22’ 81°19’ 
Moncks Corner 4 N SC Berkeley 15 33°15’ 79°59’ 
Sumter SC Sumter 54 33°56’ 80°21’ 
Bremo Bluff VA Fluvanna 69 37°42’ 78°17’ 
Farmville 2 N* VA Cumberland 137 37°20’ 78°23’ 
Marion Evap Station* VA Smyth 640 36°49’ 81°31’ 
Saltville 1 N VA Smyth 528 36°53’ 81°46’ 
Stony Creek 3 ESE* VA Sussex 21 36°55’ 77°21’ 
Wakefield 1 NW VA Sussex 61 36°59’ 77°00’ 
Buckeye 1 SE* WV Pocahontas 640 38°11’ 80°08’ 
Marlinton WV Pocahontas 655 38°13’ 80°05’ 
Romney 1 SW WV Hampshire 204 39°20’ 78°46’ 
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Table 3. Thirty year mean temperatures (hottest and coldest months) for thirteen 
populations of salamanders from the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Elevation+latitude 
represents the adjusted latitude of a locality 1°north for every 100 m in elevation.   
 
 
 
Species Site 30yr Monthly 
Mean Temp (°C)  
Hottest Month   
30yr Monthly 
Mean Temp (°C) 
Coldest Month 
Elevation + 
Latitude 
     
Plethodon glutinosus M1 29.2 -7.3 42°02’ 
 M2 27.7 -10.4 48°19’ 
 M3 28.4 -5.9 47°27’ 
Plethodon cylindraceus P1 30.1 -7.8 45°13’ 
 P2 30.9 -5.3 38°31’ 
 P3 31.1 -1.3 38°38’ 
Plethodon 
chlorobryonis 
C1 32.1 -3.9 36°51’ 
 C2 31.3 -2.5 36°10’ 
 C3 33.1 1.1 34°32’ 
 C4 32.8 0.2 34°05’ 
Plethodon variolatus C5 32.7 0.8 33°08’ 
Plethodon ocmulgee C6 33.1 0.2 32°36’ 
Plethodon grobmani C7 32.9 3.4 30°41’ 
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Table 4. Mean SVL and mass of 13 populations of salamanders within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Any two means not 
encompassed by the same vertical line are significantly different (Tukey-Kramer HSD). Locality information listed in Table 1.  
 
 
 
Population SVL (mm)  Population Mass (g)  
      
P. cylindraceus – P3 68.40  P. cylindraceus – P3 8.31  
P. cylindraceus – P2 65.19  P. cylindraceus – P2 7.51  
P. glutinosus – M1 60.57  P. glutinosus – M1 6.31  
P. glutinosus – M2 59.34  P. cylindraceus – P1 5.79  
P. cylindraceus – P1 58.85  P. glutinosus – M2 5.36  
P. chlorobryonis – C4 56.09  P. glutinosus – M3 4.86  
P. glutinosus – M3 55.39  P. chlorobryonis – C4 4.71  
P. chlorobryonis – C2 53.68  P. chlorobryonis – C2 4.62  
P. chlorobryonis – C3 53.84  P. chlorobryonis – C3 4.51  
P. grobmani – C7 50.31  P. grobmani – C7 4.03  
P. chlorobryonis – C1 49.98  P. chlorobryonis – C1 3.75  
P. ocmulgee – C6 48.98  P. ocmulgee – C6 3.73  
P. variolatus – C5 48.44  P. variolatus – C5 3.26  
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Table 5. Mean body mass and snout vent lengths of the Plethodon glutinosus complex 
from three physiographic regions. (coastal plain: n = 227; piedmont: n = 93; montane: n 
= 86).  
 
 
 
Physiographic Region Mean Mass (g) SE Mean SVL (mm) SE 
     
Coastal Plain 4.05 0.11 51.37 0.54 
Piedmont 7.34 0.29 64.58 1.16 
Montane 5.46 0.23 57.66 1.00 
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Table 6. Number of males and females captured from each of thirteen populations of the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex. 
 
 
 
Species Site Males Females n 
     
Plethodon glutinosus M1 10 8 18 
 M2 9 11 20 
 M3 9 11 20 
Plethodon cylindraceus P1 11 8 19 
 P2 10 9 19 
 P3 10 14 24 
Plethodon chlorobryonis C1 15 6 21 
 C2 10 11 21 
 C3 8 9 17 
 C4 12 9 21 
Plethodon variolatus C5 14 8 22 
Plethodon ocmulgee C6 10 14 24 
Plethodon grobmani C7 11 10 21 
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Table 7. Collection dates and mean field substrate temperatures for salamanders of the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex. n = sample size. Locality information listed in Table 2. 
 
 
 
Species Site Collection 
Date  
Mean Field Substrate  
Temperature (C°)  
SE n 
      
P. glutinosus M1 June 1996 17.7 0.19 22 
 M1 June 1998 15.8 0.26 12 
 M2 June 1997 15.2 0.27 26 
 M3 May 1997 13.5 0.41 25 
P. cylindraceus P1 July 1996 16.1 0.28 22 
 P1 May 1998 14.8 0.38 12 
 P2 April 1998 15.9 0.49 28 
 P3 May 1997 15.1 0.47 17 
 P3 May 1998 16.3 0.37 27 
P. chlorobryonis C1 April 1997 14.9 0.35 28 
 C2 May 1997 14.0 0.11 27 
 C3 February 1997 10.5 0.27 17 
 C4 March 1998 11.0 0.13 28 
P. variolatus C5 March 1998 13.5 0.26 27 
P. ocmulgee C6 March 1998 12.1 0.16 29 
P. grobmani C7 March 1998 15.3 0.25 26 
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Table 8. A) ANOVA table for preferred temperature. Acclimation Temperature = (AT), 
n = 266. 
 
 
 
 
Source 
 
df 
 
Sum of Squares 
 
F Ratio 
 
P 
     
Population 12 959.9138 5.8287 <0.0001 
Acclimation Temperature 1 67.5303 4.9206 0.0276 
Sex 1 16.7068 1.2173 ns 
Population x AT 12 190.2563 1.1553 ns 
Population x Sex 12 271.2980 1.6473 ns 
Acclimation Temperature x Sex 1 2.0130 0.1467 ns 
Population x Acclimation x Sex 12 179.3675 1.0891 ns 
 
 
 
B) ANOVA table for critical thermal maximum. n = 267. 
 
 
 
 
Source 
 
df 
 
Sum of Squares 
 
F Ratio 
 
P 
     
Population 12 28.0335 4.7232 <0.0001 
Acclimation Temperature 1 172.3291 348.4176 <0.0001 
Sex 1 1.1975 2.421 ns 
Population x AT 12 15.0901 2.5424 0.004 
Population x Sex 12 7.7605 1.3075 ns 
Acclimation Temperature x Sex 1 0.0187 0.0378 ns 
Population x Acclimation x Sex 12 8.5193 1.4354 ns 
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Table 9. Preferred temperature (PT) for 13 populations of salamanders within the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex. Salamanders were acclimated at either 15 °C or 25 °C 
for at least four weeks prior to experimentation. Means represent data pooled from 1997 
and 1998. Asterisks indicate populations in which the PT was significantly affected by 
acclimation temperature. n = sample size. Locality information listed in Table 2. 
 
 
 
 
Species 
 
Site 
 
PT (15°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
 
PT (25°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
        
P. glutinosus M1 19.2 10 1.15 20.4 9 1.53 
 M2 22.5* 10 1.26 25.3* 10 0.56 
 M3 23.7 11 0.91 23.7 10 1.15 
P. cylindraceus P1 20.6 9 0.91 21.5 10 0.78 
 P2 24.4 9 0.49 22.0 10 1.46 
 P3 20.6 12 0.76 20.5 12 1.08 
P. chlorobryonis C1 22.7 12 0.83 21.9 11 1.30 
 C2 27.1* 11 0.55 24.7* 10 1.06 
 C3 19.4 9 1.13 21.2 8 2.53 
 C4 22.4 11 0.62 24.5 10 0.90 
P. variolatus C5 19.6** 11 1.13 23.9** 11 0.89 
P. ocmulgee C6 18.5 12  1.27 19.7 12 2.15 
P. grobmani C7 19.1 11 1.17 21.3 10 1.11 
 
 (**) P < 0.01 (*) P = 0.05 
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Table 10. Female and male preferred temperature (PT) for 13 populations of 
salamanders within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. The acclimation 
temperature*sex interaction was not significant and thus recorded means are of pooled 
data from both 15 °C and 25 °C acclimation temperatures. Asterisks indicate 
populations in which the PT was significantly different between sexes. n = sample size. 
Locality data in Table 2. 
 
 
 
 
Species 
 
Site 
Female PT 
(°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
Male  
PT (°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
        
P. glutinosus M1 21.7 8 1.14 18.8 10 1.23 
 M2 24.3 11 1.17 23.4 9 0.87 
 M3 23.1 11 1.18 24.7 9 0.76 
P. cylindraceus P1 21.7 8 1.14 18.3 11 1.22 
 P2 24.3 11 1.17 23.4 9 0.87 
 P3 23.1 11 1.18 24.7 9 0.76 
P. chlorobryonis C1 19.2** 6 1.53 23.9** 15 0.67 
 C2 27.2* 11 0.51 24.5* 10 1.05 
 C3 20.7 9 1.32 19.7 8 2.44 
 C4 24.2 9 0.89 22.7 12 0.71 
P. variolatus C5 23.5 8 1.56 20.7 14 0.91 
P. ocmulgee C6 20.3 14  1.27 17.3 10 2.31 
P. grobmani C7 20.5 10 1.18 19.9 11 1.18 
 
(**) P < 0.01 (*) P < 0.05 
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Table 11. Regression/Anova results. Preferred temperature and critical thermal 
maximum at an acclimation temperature of 15 °C vs geographic & climatic variables.  
 
 
 
 PT CTM 
     
 R2 P R2 P 
Field Temperature (°C)  0.024 ns 0.07 ns 
30 year monthly mean – hottest month (°C) 0.105 ns 0.577 0.003 
30 year monthly mean – coldest month (°C) 0.118 ns 0.573 0.003 
Elevation (m) 0.033 ns 0.599 0.002 
Latitude 0.113 ns 0.339 0.04 
Longitude 0.129 ns 0.005 ns 
Elevation + Latitude 0.083 ns 0.638 0.001 
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Table 12. Critical thermal maximum (CTM) for 13 populations of salamanders within 
the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Salamanders were acclimated at either 15 °C or 25 
°C for at least four weeks prior to experimentation. Means represent data pooled from 
1997 and 1998. n = sample size. 
 
 
 
 
Species 
 
Site 
 
CTM 
(15°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
 
CTM 
(25°C) 
 
n 
 
SE 
        
Plethodon glutinosus M1 32.5 10 0.16 34.5 9 0.32 
 M2 33.3 10 0.25 34.6 10 0.22 
 M3 33.4 11 0.17 34.2 10 0.21 
Plethodon cylindraceus P1 33.1 10 0.18 34.5 9 0.26 
 P2 33.1 9 0.16 34.5 10 0.20 
 P3 32.6 12 0.19 33.9 12 0.21 
Plethodon chlorobryonis C1 32.1 12 0.13 34.0 11 0.36 
 C2 32.5 11 0.18 33.9 10 0.27 
 C3 32.1 9 0.32 34.1 8 0.31 
 C4 32.1 11 0.19 34.1 10 0.26 
Plethodon variolatus C5 32.0 11 0.14 34.2 11 0.24 
Plethodon ocmulgee C6 32.9 12  0.19 34.8 12 0.19 
Plethodon grobmani C7 31.8 11 0.23 34.5 10 0.24 
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Figure 4. Geographic location of the Plethodon glutinosus complex study populations. 
The 13 study populations are: Plethodon glutinosus (PA-M1; WV-M2; VA-M3), P. 
cylindraceus (WV-P1; VA-P2; NC-P3), P. chlorobryonis (VA-C1; NC-C2; SC-C3; 
SREL-C4), P. variolatus (C5), P. ocmulgee (C6), and P. grobmani (C7).   
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Figure 5. Thermal gradient used to determine salamander preferred temperatures.  The 
left end of the box (top of photo, lid closed) contains the heating element, the right end 
of the box (foreground) contains a copper chamber for ice. Thermocouple positions are 
indicated by the numbers taped to the back edge of the gradient. 
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Figure 6. Apparatus used to determine the critical thermal maximum.  Salamanders 
were placed into the distillation flask (at right) and heated until the onset of spasms 
(CTM). 
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Figure 7. Relationship between 30 year mean temperature (coldest month) and (A) 
elevation or (B) latitude. 
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Figure 8. Relationship between 30 year mean temperatures (warmest month) and (A) 
elevation or (B) latitude. 
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Figure 9. Relationship between 30 year mean temperatures (coldest month) and 
longitude. 
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Figure 10. Gradient temperature profile during the experimental period. The gradient 
was allowed to equilibrate for one hour prior to placement of a salamander (pre-treat). 
Salamanders were placed in the gradient chamber at hour 1 and position in the gradient 
and substrate temperatures were recorded for hours 2-4. 
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Figure 11. Frequency of temperatures selected by salamanders representing two 
different species within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. (A) Plethodon chlorobryonis 
– SREL, and (B) P. cylindraceus – WV. Salamanders were acclimated at 15 °C for at 
least four weeks prior to the start of experimentation. 
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Figure 12. Relationship between preferred temperature (PT) and mass for salamanders 
of the Plethodon glutinosus complex.  
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Figure 13. Mean preferred temperature of the P. glutinosus complex at both 15 °C and 
25 °C acclimation temperatures. Vertical bars represent the standard error. 
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Figure 14. Preferred temperature for each of the thirteen study populations. Rectangles 
represent PT at an acclimation temperature of 15 °C while diamonds represent the PT at 
an acclimation temperature of 25 °C. Vertical bars represent the standard error. 
Salamanders were acclimated for at least four weeks prior to the start of 
experimentation. 
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Figure 15. Preferred temperature (PT) for males and females from each of the 13 study 
populations within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Vertical bars represent the 
standard error. The acclimation temperature*sex interaction was not significant and thus 
recorded means are of pooled data from both 15 °C and 25 °C acclimation temperatures. 
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Figure 16. Preferred temperature (PT) of 13 populations of salamanders within the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex. Salamanders were acclimated at 15 °C for at least four 
weeks prior to experimentation. Any two means not encompassed by the same 
horizontal bar are significantly different (Tukey-Kramer HSD). Vertical bars represent 
the standard error. Locality information in Table 2.
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Figure 17. Relationship between critical thermal maximum (CTM) and mass for 
salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. 
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Figure 18. Mean critical thermal maximum of the P. glutinosus complex at 15 °C and 
25 °C acclimation temperatures. 
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Figure 19. Critical thermal maximum for each of the thirteen study populations. 
Rectangles represent mean CTM at an acclimation temperature of 15 °C while 
diamonds represent the mean CTM at an acclimation temperature of 25 °C. Vertical 
bars represent the standard error. Salamanders were acclimated at either 15 °C or 25 °C 
for at least four weeks prior to the start of experimentation. 
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Figure 20. Critical thermal maximum (CTM) of 13 populations of salamanders within 
the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Salamanders were acclimated at 15 °C for at least 
four weeks prior to experimentation. Any two means not encompassed by the same 
horizontal bar are significantly different (Tukey-Kramer HSD). Vertical bars represent 
the standard error. Locality information in Table 2.
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Figure 21. Relationship between critical thermal maximum (CTM) and 30 year mean 
temperature of the (A) warmest month and (B) coldest month for thirteen populations 
within the Plethodon glutinosus complex when acclimated to 15 °C. 
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Figure 22. Relationship between crit ical thermal maximum (CTM) and elevation for 
thirteen populations within the Plethodon glutinosus complex when acclimated to 15 
°C. 
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Figure 23. Relationship between critical thermal maximum (CTM) and (A) latitude or 
(B) elevation+latitude (for description of this term see Table 3) when acclimated to 
15°C. 
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Figure 24. Relationship between degree of CTM plasticit y (CTM25-CTM15) and (A) 
elevation or (B) latitude. 
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Figure 25. Relationship between degree of CTM plasticity (CTM25-CTM15) and 
elevation+latitude (see Table 3 for description of this term).  
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Figure 26. Relationship between degree of CTM plasticity (CTM25-CTM15) and 30 year 
mean temperature (A) warmest month or (B) coldest month.  
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Chapter 3: Variation of Hsp70 Levels as Detected by ELISA within the Plethodon 
glutinosus Complex. 
 
Introduction 
 Heat shock proteins belong to a class of highly conserved proteins that have 
been observed in all taxa examined (Lindquist, 1986). Further, the expression of heat 
shock proteins is a nearly universal response to stressful environments. Stress proteins 
can be assigned to several families based on size (hsp100, hsp90, hsp70, hsp60, hsp40, 
hsp30, hsp10 and several small classes) and can also be broken into three functional 
categories: constitutively expressed with little or no response to stress; developmentally 
expressed with up-regulation by stress; and stress up-regulated with little or no function 
in the absence of stress (Krebs and Bettencourt, 1999). 
 The expression of heat shock proteins in response to stressful conditions is 
linked to the acquisition of stress tolerance in numerous taxa and cell lines. In a now 
classic paper, Sanchez and Lindquist (1990) demonstrated the absence of 
thermotolerance in an engineered yeast (S. cerevisiae) in which they deleted the hsp104 
gene. Subsequent re- insertion of this gene restored inducible thermotolerance to levels 
observed in the wild type yeast. While much of this research has been conducted in the 
laboratory, numerous studies have demonstrated that organisms in the field express heat 
shock proteins when stressed under natural conditions (Feder and Hofmann, 1999).  
If organisms express heat shock protein in the field when heat stressed and vary 
in ability to induce heat shock proteins, it is reasonable to assume that this expression 
plays a role in determining the distribution and abundance of organisms. Bettencourt et 
al. (2002) examined hsp70 allele frequencies in eleven populations of Drosophila 
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melanogaster along a latitudinal gradient in eastern Australia. They observed a positive 
relationship between the frequency of an allele that inhibits hsp70 expression and 
latitude. While hsp70 expression and inducible thermotolerance was not examined 
directly in these natural populations, tolerance to a 39 °C stress in isofemale lines 
founded from these populations was negatively associated with latitude (Hoffmann et 
al., 2002). These studies suggest that natural selection is operating on hsp70 expression 
in natural populations. Unfortunately, no other studies have examined widespread 
intraspecific variation in expression or allele frequencies.  
The Plethodon glutinosus complex is a large species complex of closely related 
terrestrial salamanders that range over the eastern United States. In addition, this is the 
only group of species within the genus Plethodon whose range extends widely onto the 
coastal plain (from Virginia to Texas). Coastal plain species exhibit a high plasticity in 
critical thermal maximum (CTM) and appear to be specialized for the warmer 
environments of this region. Because inducible thermotolerance or the induction of heat 
shock proteins is associated with CTM (Near et al., 1990; Rutledge et al., 1987), coastal 
plain populations may possess similarly plastic heat stress responses. Previous 
investigation showed that populations of this species complex contained high levels of 
hsp70 under field conditions and that some animals were at some of the highest 
temperatures (33 °C) ever recorded for salamanders in the field (Yu, 1995). All of these 
factors combined with its extensive geographic distribution make the P. glutinosus 
complex an ideal group within which to examine variation in the heat stress response. 
The main focus of this study was to examine the relationship between hsp70 
levels and environmental gradients in this widely distributed organism. I examined heat 
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shock protein 70 levels in both laboratory acclimated and field acclimatized 
salamanders from thirteen different populations within the P. glutinosus complex. 
Populations were examined for: 1) variation in hsp70 levels among tissues, 2) variation 
in hsp70 levels both within and among populations of the complex, and 2) the 
relationship between hsp70 levels and geographic or climatic gradients.  
 
Materials and Methods  
 
Study Sites 
In 1996, 1997, and 1998 I collected a total of 374 salamanders representing 13 
local populations from within the Plethodon glutinosus complex. I chose to examine the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex because it was widely distributed throughout the eastern 
United States (Figure 2) and occurred over a variety of physiographic regions. 
Populations were selected based on two factors: geographic location and climate. To 
examine whether or not populations exhibited geographic variation in tissue levels of 
heat shock protein 70 (hsp70) I chose localities that were geographically distant. All 
localities were at least 100 km apart (Table 1, Figure 4). To determine the effect, if any, 
of climate on hsp70 levels I selected populations that were located within one of three 
different physiographic regions: coastal plain, piedmont, and montane. I obtained 
climate data for each of the populations from the nearest weather station (Table 2) using 
the National Climatic Data Center web site (www.ncdc.noaa.gov). I also sampled an 
additional population of P. chlorobryonis from the Savannah River ecology laboratory, 
South Carolina (SREL) for comparison to a previous study by Yu (1995). Whenever 
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possible, I chose populations from known localities (Highton et al., 1989; Carr, 1996). 
In cases where a locality had been destroyed by logging or development, or when it 
could not be located, I selected the nearest suitable habitat. Species designations were 
taken from Highton et al. (1989). Salamanders collected belonged to the following 
species: Plethodon glutinosus (n = 85), P. cylindraceus (n = 106), P. variolatus (n = 
28), P. ocmulgee (n = 29), P. grobmani (n = 26) and P. chlorobryonis (n = 100). 
 
Collection and Care of Salamanders 
I collected salamanders by hand from under logs and rocks, assigned them a 
number, placed them individually into plastic bags and returned them to the laboratory. 
To measure in situ levels of hsp70, I froze some salamanders in the field in liquid 
nitrogen. I recorded substrate temperatures at the capture sites with a 24 gauge Cu-Co 
thermocouple and a TH-65 thermocouple meter (Wescor Inc., Logan, UT) to ± 0.05 °C. 
In the laboratory, I weighed salamanders (Sartorius digital balance, ± 0.0005 g) and 
placed them individually into labeled plastic shoeboxes containing moist paper 
toweling. I fed salamanders fly larvae (Bass Boss Bait, Akron, OH) ad libitum once a 
week.  I changed paper toweling weekly and weighed salamanders monthly to monitor 
health status. Boxes were in environmental chambers at 15 °C with a 12:12 LD cycle. 
Four weeks prior to experimentation, I transferred specimens to an environmental 
chamber set at either 15 ± 0.5 °C (Gem Refrigerator Co., Philadelphia, PA) or 25 ± 0.3 
°C (1997-Precision Scientific Inc., Chicago, IL; 1998-Rheem Manufacturing Company, 
Asheville, NC).  
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Heat Shock Procedure 
 I used 134 / 272 total salamanders as control animals which did not receive a 
heat shock treatment. I allowed the control animals to recover from the CTM 
experiments for four days in their experimental chamber. Following this recovery 
period I weighed them (Sartorius digital balance, ± 0.0005 g), decapitated them with a 
fresh scalpel and placed them into a –80 °C freezer. I heat shocked the remaining 138 / 
272 total salamanders following completion of the critical thermal maximum 
experiments (see chapter 2). To preclude measuring residual levels of hsp70 that might 
have been induced by the CTM experiments salamanders were allowed to recover for at 
least four days between treatments (Briggs, 1996). I placed salamanders individually 
into a 2000 ml distillation flask containing 600 ml of water and heated them at 1 ºC / 
minute until they reached a temperature that was 2 ºC below their predetermined CTM. 
I immediately transferred salamanders to a 13.3 L aquarium that had been pre-heated 
with an aquarium heater and thermostat attached to a temperature controller. I 
monitored temperatures every 5 min with a 24 gauge Cu-Co thermocouple and a TH-65 
thermocouple meter (Wescor Inc., Logan, UT). After a 1 hour heat shock I returned 
salamanders to their environmental chamber for a one-hour recovery period. I discarded 
salamanders that died during the recovery period from further hsp70 analysis. 
Following recovery, I weighed salamanders (Sartorius digital balance, ± 0.0005 g), 
decapitated them with a fresh scalpel and placed them into a –80 °C freezer. 
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Extraction of Soluble Protein 
 I dissected thawed salamanders using a stereo-dissecting scope (Fisher-
Scientific, Malvern, PA) in a sterile petri dish. Petri dishes were on ice and salamander 
tissues were bathed with ice-cold Ringer’s solution. I removed liver, abdominal 
musculature, and upper gut (stomach) tissues and placed them individually into 50 ml 
polypropolene centrifuge tubes (Nalgene, Rochester, NY) with 5-6 ml of ice cold 
homogenizing buffer (10 mM PBS, 2 mM TAME, 0.2% Na Azide). I homogenized 
tissues using a polytron homogenizer (Brinkmann Instruments, Westbury, NY). Then I 
centrifuged the homogenate for 1 hour at 29,000 g and 4 ºC in a RC-5B refrigerated 
superspeed centrifuge (Sorvall, Newtown, CT). I removed the supernatent to clean, 
labeled 1.5 ml eppendorf vials and stored them in a –80 °C freezer. 
 
Protein Assay 
 To determine the concentration of protein in the salamander homogenate I 
performed a protein assay using serial dilutions of bovine serum albumin (BSA). I 
diluted stock BSA (2.0 mg/ml) with homogenizing buffer to make the following protein 
standards: 0, 100, 250, 400, 500, 1000, and 1500 mg/ml. I pipetted 100 µl of each 
standard into a clean labeled test tube, added 3 ml of Coomassie® reagent (Pierce, 
Rockford, IL), and measured the absorbance at 595 nm of each tube versus a water 
reference on a DU-7 spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments Inc., Irvine, CA). I then 
used these OD readings to plot a standard curve. I assayed tubes containing 100 µl of 
salamander homogenate and determined their protein concentration using the standard 
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curve. Fresh BSA standards were used to generate a standard curve for each batch of 
salamander homogenate. 
 
Optimization of Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 
Concentrations of antigen and antibody need to be in the saturating range to 
ensure that OD readings do not exhibit significant differences resulting from dilution 
variation. Therefore, I conducted two assays to ensure that optimal concentrations of 
primary antibody and salamander homogenate were used for the ELISA. To determine 
the optimal concentration of primary antibody I loaded test wells on a microplate 
(Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) with 2000 ng of Plethodon glutinosus and 
Plethodon cinereus (STD) homogenate. I then diluted the primary antibody (McAb 5B-
1; Yu, 1991) in a series of 1:40, 1:50, 1:100, 1:500, and 1:1000. To determine the 
optimal concentration of salamander homogenate I loaded test wells of a microplate 
with control and heat shocked P. cinereus (STD) homogenates and used a primary 
antibody concentration of 1:100. I serially diluted salamander homogenates as follows: 
5000, 4000, 2000, 1000, 500, 250, and 125 ng of soluble protein. I read plates at OD 
405 and plotted concentration versus OD. 
 
ELISA Procedure 
I determined hsp70 levels according to the protocol of Yu et al. (1994). I loaded 
salamander samples on 96-well polystyrene plates with a series of both positive and 
negative controls: 
1. Positive control: 2000 ng heat shocked Plethodon cinereus homogenate (STD).  
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2. Negative control: salamander homogenate (STD) not added. 
 3. Negative control: STD with no 1º antibody added (McAB 5B-1, Yu, 1991).  
4. Negative control: STD with no conjugate added. 
5. Negative control: STD with no substrate added. 
I coated each well of a microtiter plate (Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) with 2000 
ng of desired salamander homogenate. Control wells were loaded with 2000 ng of 
salamander STD except for control series #2, which was loaded with coating buffer 
only (0.01 M sodium carbonate and bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6). Plates were then 
covered with parafilm and incubated at 4 °C overnight. Following incubation I rinsed 
plates twice with PBST (10 mM PBS and 0.05% Tween 20). Residual binding capacity 
of the plates was blocked by the addition of blocking solution (PBST and 1% BSA) to 
each well and by incubating the plates at 37 °C for 1 hour. Following incubation I 
washed plates twice with PBST and then loaded each well with 100 ml of the primary 
antibody McAb 5B-1 (1:100 concentration) except for control series # 3 which I loaded 
with blocking solution only. I covered plates with parafilm and incubated them at 37 °C 
for 2 hours. Following incubation, I washed plates 4 times with PBST and then loaded 
each well with 100 ml of conjugate solution at 1:3000 concentration (goat anti-mouse 
IgG H+L alkaline phosphatase conjugate, Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) except for control 
series # 4 which I loaded with blocking solution only. I covered plates with parafilm 
and incubated them at 37 °C for 1hour. Following incubation, I washed plates 5 times 
with PBST and added 100 ml of substrate solution (Alkaline phosphatase substrate kit, 
Bio-Rad) to each well except for control series # 5. Plates then incubated at 37 °C for 1 
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hour. Following incubation I added 100 ml of 0.4 M NaOH to each well to stop the color 
reaction. I read plates with an EIA microplate reader (Bio-Tek instruments, Inc., 
Burlington, VT) at OD 405. 
 
Data Analyses 
 I processed a total of 1036 samples on 37 different microtiter plates during the 
ELISA procedure discussed above. I loaded all of the plates with 2000 ng of heat 
shocked P. cinereus homogenate (STD) to control for variation in OD readings across 
plates. Variation in OD readings may result from fluctuations in the binding capacity of 
the plates, the antibody, the conjugate, or from variation in the substrate reaction. The 
optical density of each sample was therefore standardized by reporting it as a ratio of 
sample to STD (sampleOD/STDOD). 
I used a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for differences in hsp70 
levels among the three tissues (muscle, liver, gut) for all salamanders. For each of these 
tissues, I tested for acclimation temperature effects, sex effects, treatment effects (heat 
shock or control), and the interaction of these effects using a 3-way ANOVA. For liver 
and muscle tissues I conducted a 2-way ANOVA to test for differences in hsp70 levels 
among populations, and acclimation temperature. I used the Tukey-Kramer Honestly 
Significant Difference (HSD) as a post-hoc test to determine where significant 
differences were between populations within each acclimation temperature. I used 
linear regression analysis to examine relationships between muscle or liver tissue hsp70 
level and geographic location (latitude, longitude, elevation, and elevation+latitude) and 
climate (30yr maximum and minimum mean temperature). The elevation+latitude term 
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was calculated by adjusting the latitude 1 °N for every 100 m of elevation. I accepted P 
£ 0.05 as a statistically significant difference. All statistical analyses were performed 
using JMP for windows 95/98 v3.2.2, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC. Graphs were drawn 
using Cricket Graph III for MacIntosh, v1.5.3, Computer Associates International, Inc., 
Islandia, NY. 
 
Permits 
 Salamanders were collected under authority of scientific collecting permits 
issued by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, West Virginia Department of 
Natural Resources, Virginia Department of Natural Resources, North Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources, South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, 
and the Georgia Department of Natural Resources. Special use permits and / or 
permission were also received from the Francis Marion National Forest, Uhwarrie 
National Game Lands, Little Ocmulgee State Park, Winchester Wildlife Management 
Area, Clinch Mountain Wildlife Management Area, and the Lake Talquin State Picnic 
Area. Field research protocols followed those issued by the American Society of 
Icthyologists and Herpetologists in their guidelines on the use of live animals in field 
research (1987). Laboratory experimental protocols were approved by the Drexel 
University Animal Care and Use Committee.  
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Results 
 I used data obtained from weather stations (Table 2) to determine geographic 
variation in climate among the 13 study sites. A regression analysis determined the 
relationship between 30-year mean temperatures (warmest and coldest months) and 
elevation, latitude, and longitude (Figures 7, 8, 9). As expected there was a significant 
negative relationship between minimum monthly mean temperature (Figure 7) and both 
elevation (P = 0.019) and latitude (P < 0.0001). Likewise there was a significant 
negative interaction between 30 yr mean temperature of the warmest month (Figure 8) 
and elevation (P = 0.0007) and latitude (P = 0.0012). Longitude was positively related 
to the 30 yr mean temperature for the coldest month (Figure 9). 
 
Field Substrate Temperatures 
 I captured salamanders (n = 374) in the field at substrate temperatures ranging 
from 8.3 ºC to 23.5 ºC with a mean field substrate temperature of 14.5 ºC (± 2.4 ºC; 
Table 7). In 1996, I collected salamanders during the months of June and July. Mean 
substrate temperature for 1996 was 16.8 ºC (SE = 0.33). In 1997 and 1998, I collected 
salamanders primarily during the spring months (Feb-June). Mean substrate 
temperatures for 1997/1998 were 14.0 ºC (SE = 0.19) and 14.1 ºC (SE = 0.16) 
respectively. Regression analyses did not detect a significant interaction between field 
substrate temperatures and elevation, latitude, longitude, or 30 yr mean temperatures 
(warmest and coldest months) at the sites. 
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ELISA Optimization  
 Antigen concentrations (salamander homogenate) approached the saturating 
range between 1000-2000 ng (Figure 27A, B). A dilution series of the primary antibody 
(McAb 5B-1; Yu, 1991) indicated that saturation of the antibody occurred at a dilution 
of 1:100. I determined from these results that an antigen concentration of 2000 ng and 
antibody dilution of 1:100 yielded the best ELISA results.  
 
Tissue Variation 
 Liver, muscle, and gut homogenates (all salamanders, experimental treatment 
group) varied significantly in levels of hsp70 as detected by ELISA (1-way ANOVA; P 
< 0.0001; Table 13). Liver and muscle homogenates contained the highest levels of 
hsp70 as compared to the standard (heat shocked Plethodon cinereus) while gut 
homogenates contained the lowest levels as compared to the standard. A Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicated that hsp70 levels in gut tissues were significantly lower than both 
muscle and liver. The hsp70 levels in muscle and liver tissues were not significantly 
different from each other.   
Liver, muscle and gut levels of hsp70 (all salamanders) were not significantly 
different between control and heat shocked treatments or between males and females (3-
way ANOVA; Tables 14, 15). Acclimation temperature had a significant effect on 
hsp70 levels in liver (P = 0.0085) but not in muscle or gut tissues. Liver levels of hsp70 
were higher in salamanders acclimated at 25 °C (1.11, SE = 0.03) than those acclimated 
at 15 °C (0.99, SE = 0.03). There was a significant interaction between acclimation 
temperature and sex for gut tissue hsp70 levels only (P = 0.0073). Males had 
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significantly higher gut hsp70 levels at 15 °C (0.98, SE = 0.02) than at 25 °C (0.87, SE 
= 0.03). Only liver and muscle tissues yielded significant results in the above analyses 
and so only these tissues were examined further. 
 
Interpopulation Variation 
 The thirteen salamander populations (experimental treatment group) exhibited 
significant variation in levels of hsp70 in liver (P < 0.0001; Table 16). When acclimated 
at 15 °C a piedmont population (P3) had the highest levels of liver hsp70 while the 
montane population (M2) had the lowest levels of hsp70 (Figure 28). A Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicated that the hsp70 level in population P3 (NC) was significantly higher 
than the level in population M2 (WV) but not from the levels in any of the other 
populations. When acclimated at 25 °C a coastal plain population (C1) had the lowest 
levels of hsp70 in the liver while the piedmont population P1 had the highest levels of 
liver hsp70 (Figure 29). A Tukey-Kramer HSD clarified these differences. Two coastal 
plain populations (C1 - VA & C2 -NC) had significantly lower levels of hsp70 in the 
liver than did the piedmont population (P1) from West Virginia. 
 The thirteen salamander populations examined also exhibited significant 
variation in muscle tissue levels of hsp70 at 25 °C (P = 0.0082) but not at 15 °C (Figure 
30). When acclimated at 25 °C a piedmont population (P1) from North Carolina had the 
highest levels of muscle hsp70 while a coastal plain population from Virginia (C1) had 
the lowest levels of muscle hsp70. A Tukey-Kramer HSD test indicated that P1 (NC) 
had a significantly higher level of muscle hsp70 than both C1 (VA) and C5 (SC). Levels 
of muscle hsp70 in the two coastal plain populations C1 (VA) and C5 (SC) were not 
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significantly different from those in any of the other populations or each other (Figure 
30).  
 
Geographic Variation 
 For each of the acclimation temperatures, I regressed both liver and muscle 
hsp70 levels against field temperatures, 30 year monthly mean temperatures (hottest & 
coldest month), elevation, latitude, longitude, and elevation + latitude. There was no 
significant relationship between either liver or muscle hsp70 levels and any of the 
geographic or climatic variables at either 15°C or 25°C.  
 
Physiographic Region 
 Salamanders from different physiographic regions varied significantly in levels 
of hsp70 in liver tissue (P = 0.0007, Figure 31) when acclimated at 15 °C. A Tukey-
Kramer HSD test revealed that piedmont salamanders contained significantly higher 
levels of liver hsp70 than did either montane or coastal plain salamanders. Muscle tissue 
levels of hsp70 did not vary significantly among physiographic regions when 
acclimated at 15 °C. When acclimated at 25 °C both liver (P = 0.0004) and muscle (P = 
0.004) tissue hsp70 levels varied significantly between physiographic regions. A Tukey-
Kramer HSD test indicated that piedmont salamanders contained significantly higher 
levels of hsp70 than either montane or coastal plain salamanders. Coastal plain and 
montane salamanders did not vary significantly in hsp70 levels. 
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In Situ Group 
 Salamanders from all of the study populations except one (coastal 3) were 
frozen in situ using liquid nitrogen. These specimens were used to measure in situ levels 
of hsp70 in order to determine the physiological response of salamanders under 
uncontrolled field conditions.  
 
Tissue Variation 
A one-way analysis of variance compared the tissue hsp70 levels of salamanders 
that were frozen in situ and salamanders that underwent experimental analysis in the 
laboratory (non-heat shocked and heat shocked). As in the case of the experimental 
salamanders, in situ salamanders exhibited a significant amount of variation in tissue 
hsp70 levels (P = 0.0018). Liver contained the highest hsp70 levels (1.45, SE = 0.05), 
followed by muscle (1.25, SE = 0.05) and gut (1.23, SE = 0.04). A Tukey-Kramer HSD 
indicated that in situ liver levels of hsp70 were significantly higher than both muscle 
and gut hsp70 levels. In all of the tissues examined, in situ levels of hsp70 were 
significantly higher than levels of hsp70 in tissues from both experimental and 
laboratory control salamanders (one-way ANOVA; P < 0.0001; Figure 32). 
 
Interpopulation Variation 
I used one-way analyses of variance to examine interpopulation variation in 
field (in situ) levels of liver and muscle hsp70. While in situ levels of liver hsp70 did 
not vary significantly between populations, in situ levels of muscle hsp70 were 
significantly different between populations (P = 0.0382; Figure 33). A Tukey-Kramer 
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HSD test revealed that levels of muscle hsp70 in a montane population from West 
Virginia (M2) were significantly higher than in a coastal plain population (C4 - SC).  
 
Geographic Variation 
A regression analysis indicated that for the salamander populations, in situ levels 
of hsp70 in both liver and muscle tissues were significantly related to climatic variables 
(Figure 34 & 35). Liver and muscle hsp70 levels were negatively related to both 30 yr 
mean temperatures from the warmest month (liver, P = 0.05; muscle P = 0.024) and 30 
yr mean temperatures from the coldest month (liver, P = 0.05; muscle, P = 0.0324). In 
situ levels of muscle hsp70 were also significantly related to geographic variables 
(Figure 36). Muscle hsp70 levels were positively related to both latitude (P = 0.0431) 
and elevation+latitude (P = 0.0468). 
 
Physiographic Region 
 Salamanders from different physiographic regions varied significantly in muscle 
tissue in situ levels of hsp70 (P = 0.04; Figure 37). A Tukey-Kramer HSD test revealed 
that coastal plain salamanders contained significantly lower levels of muscle hsp70 than 
montane but not piedmont salamanders. Piedmont and montane salamanders did not 
vary significantly in hsp70 levels. Liver tissue levels of hsp70 from field acclimated 
salamanders did not vary significantly among physiographic regions.  
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Discussion 
 
Tissue Variation 
For the last thirty years there have been numerous studies on hsp70 expression 
in a variety of cells, tissues, and whole organisms (for reviews see Nover, 1991; 
Hightower and Hendershot, 1997; Feder and Hofmann, 1999). The induction of heat 
shock proteins is dramatically triggered by a variety of environmental stressors (Nover, 
1991) and protects tissues from the cellular damage resulting from this stress. As such, 
much emphasis has been placed on a tissue’s or organism’s ability to induce hsp70 as a 
measure of its adaptive response to thermally stressful environments. In the present 
study I characterized the response to thermal stress in salamanders of the P. glutinosus 
complex by evaluating tissue induction of hsp70 under different experimental 
conditions. While salamander tissues lacked a significantly detectable difference in 
hsp70 levels following a heat shock, they did contain high levels of constitutive hsp70 
as determined using ELISA. In addition these constitutive levels of hsp70 varied 
significantly among both tissues and populations. These findings as well as those from 
previous studies on plethodontid salamanders suggest that there may be another strategy 
for dealing with thermally stressful environments in addition to the more commonly 
recognized hsp70 induction strategy. I refer to this second strategy as the “constitutive 
strategy” because of its apparent reliance on elevated levels of constitutive protein. 
These strategies relate to several patterns that are observed both within salamander 
tissues from this study as well as within tissues from other studies reported in the 
literature. These patterns are: 1) Tissues vary in thermal sensitivities, 2) Tissues vary 
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widely in their ability to induce hsp70 following stress, 3) Tissues vary in constitutive 
or baseline levels of hsc70, and 4) Acclimation temperature may alter any or all of the 
above three factors.  
 
Variation in Thermal Sensitivity of Tissues 
There were significant amounts of inter-tissue variation in absolute levels of 
hsp70 as detected by ELISA in salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. 
Salamander tissues not only varied in levels of hsp70, but there appeared to be a 
hierarchy of tissue sensitivity among the tissues examined. In both laboratory 
acclimated and field acclimatized salamanders liver contained some of the highest 
levels of hsp70 with muscle and gut following in decreasing order. The magnitude of 
expression among tissues is important since it can be used to determine the order of 
thermal sensitivity.  
Other studies that have made direct inter-tissue comparisons of hsp70 levels 
reveal no consistent hierarchy in the magnitude of expression among tissues (see Table 
17). Despite the lack of a discrete hierarchy in the magnitude of expression among 
tissues, vital organ tissues (heart, liver, kidney) as a group generally contained higher 
levels of hsp70 than non-vital tissues. From a functional standpoint this makes intuitive 
sense. Vital organs suffer severe damage from acute heat stress or heatstroke in 
mammals (Rubel and Ishak, 1983; Bianchi et al., 1972; Vertel and Knochel, 1967; 
Romeo, 1966; Knochel et al., 1961; Malamud et al., 1946) and mitigation of this 
damage is linked to the ability of these tissues to induce hsp70 following exposure to 
stress (Snoeckx et al., 2001; Zhou et al, 2001; Mizushima et al., 2000; Beck et al., 2000; 
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Amrani et al., 1996). These differences in both vital organ sensitivity to damage as well 
as in ability to induce hsp70 support the hypothesis that these organs represent stress 
sensitive systems and may be some of the first to be stressed (Flanagan et al., 1995; 
Koban et al, 1991). The high levels of hsp70 contained within liver tissue relative to 
muscle and gut therefore indicate that this tissue is the most thermally critical and 
sensitive of the three examined. 
  
Variation in Tissue Hsp70 Induction 
If there is a hierarchy in ability to induce hsp70 when stressed it would be 
predicted that the more thermally sensitive tissue(s) would induce the highest levels of 
hsp70. However, there were no significant differences in hsp70 levels between non-heat 
shocked and heat shocked tissues in salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex as 
detected by ELISA. The lack of any significant increase in hsp70 levels indicates that 
synthesis of inducible hsp70 is minimal at best in the tissues examined in this group of 
salamanders. Ability to induce hsp70 following heat stress has been examined in only a 
few other salamander species. The induction capability of individual salamander tissues 
has likewise not been examined in great detail. Near et al. (1990) observed that in 
Eurycea bislineata tissues there was little hsp70 induction at 1.5 hours following a heat 
shock with levels of hsp70 increasing steadily for approximately 20 hours post heat 
shock. Rutledge et al. (1987) examined the induction capability of several tissues in 
Eurycea bislineata and Desmognathus ochrophaeus. All tissues examined in both 
groups of salamanders induced hsp70 following a one-hour heat shock at 2 °C below 
CTM. Examination of whole animal homogenates of Plethodon cinereus, P. glutinosus 
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and P. jordani gave results similar to those obtained here – no significant induction 
capability following a 1 hour heat shock at 2 °C below CTM (Yu et al., 1998; Yu, 
1995). The lone exception to this trend was observed in a coastal plain species of the 
genus Plethodon. Yu (1995) observed very high levels of hsp70 following a one-hour 
heat shock in whole animal homogenates of the salamander P. chlorobryonis. These 
animals were allowed to recover for 6 hours before tissues were analyzed, so it is 
unclear whether the high levels detected were the result of protein expression in direct 
response to the heat shock or to tissue damage. 
One of the most examined measures of tissue sensitivity to stress has been the 
ability to induce hsp70 upon exposure to a heat shock. Ability to induce high levels of 
hsp70 following stress has been identified in multiple tissues and in multiple organisms 
and is considered a universal response to stress (see Lindquist, 1986; Feder and 
Hofmann, 1999 for reviews). Furthermore, tissue resistance to stress has been 
associated with ability to induce hsp70 rapidly following heat shock (Krebs and Feder, 
1997a). However, salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex do not induce significantly 
higher levels of hsp70 following a one-hour heat shock 2 °C below CTM. This absence 
of response is similar to the stress response observed in other salamanders of the genus 
Plethodon. Clearly these salamanders contain high levels of hsp70 in their tissues. If 
these levels do not result from induction of new protein then they must be the result of 
constitutive expression. 
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Variation in Tissue Levels of Constitutive Hsc70 
Liver and muscle tissues from non-heat shocked and heat shocked salamanders 
contained high levels of hsp70 as detected by ELISA. The lack of a significant 
difference between these two treatment groups support the above hypothesis that 
proteins measured reflect constitutively produced hsc70 as opposed to thermally 
induced hsp70. This hypothesis is also supported by previous work on whole animal 
homogenates in other plethodontid salamanders conducted by Yu (1995) and Yu et al. 
(1994, 1998). Variation in tissue levels of constitutive hsc70 has not been examined for 
other salamander taxa under laboratory conditions, although Near et al. (1990) 
examined field levels of hsc70 RNA in Eurycea. The heirarchy of hsc70 RNA levels in 
Eurycea tissues at 25 °C (stomach > skin >liver) was opposite the order observed in 
hsc70 levels for P. glutinosus from both the field and laboratory (liver > stomach). 
Constitutive levels of hsc70 vary considerably among tissues in other organisms (Kelty 
et al., 2002; O’Malley et al., 1985; Nishizawa et al., 1999; Manzerra et al., 1997; 
Skidmore et al., 1995; Lu and Das, 1993). As was the case for inducible hsp70, there 
were no consistent trends in the hierarchy of hsc70 levels among the different tissues 
(Table 17) although some groups of tissues contained high levels of hsc70 relative to 
others. For example, Manzerra et al. (1997) observed that rabbit nervous tissues 
contained three times the amount of hsc70 as non-neural tissues. They also observed 
that nervous tissues induced lower levels of hsp70 than non-neural tissues. In other 
studies that examined both the constitutive and inducible forms of hsp70 within a tissue 
the general trend was for tissues with high levels of hsc70 to have limited induction 
capabilities and vice versa (Tomanek and Somero, 2002; Nishizawa et al., 1999; diIorio 
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et al., 1996; Skidmore et al., 1995; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994; Dietz and Somero, 1993; 
Near et al., 1990). Tissues within the P. glutinosus complex appear to follow the above 
trend of having high constitutive levels of hsp70 with little hsp70 induction capability 
upon exposure to a heat shock. 
 
Acclimation Temperature and Constitutive or Inducible Levels of Hsp70 
The effect of acclimation temperature on heat shock protein levels in tissues is 
unclear. Some studies indicate a positive interaction between acclimation temperature 
and absolute hsp70 levels (Spees et al., 2002; Tomanek and Somero, 1999; Carey et al., 
1999), hsc70 levels (Tomanek and Somero, 2002), induction temperature (Dietz, 1994, 
Tomanek and Somero, 1999), and temperature of maximal synthesis (Dietz, 1994; 
Tomanek and Somero, 1999). Other studies indicate that acclimation temperature does 
not significantly affect absolute levels of tissue hsp70 (Roberts et al., 1997; Yu et al., 
1998), or induction temperature (Roberts et al., 1997; Koban et al, 1987). The 
discrepancies in these data sets may result from the variety of methods employed and 
the types of questions being investigated. Due to the apparent interaction between 
inducible and constitutive heat shock proteins (diIorio et al., 1996), and the complexity 
of the heat shock response, failure of a study to demonstrate an acclimation response in 
one of these variables does not necessarily indicate a failure of another variable(s) to 
acclimate. This is especially true in light of the fact that no studies have simultaneously 
investigated the acclimation response of all three variables (hsc levels, hsp levels, and 
induction temperature). I examined all three of these parameters (constitutive and 
inducible levels of hsp70, plus CTM – a major determinant of induction temperature) to 
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increasing acclimation temperature. While both hsc70 levels in liver and CTM 
responded positively to increasing acclimation temperature, levels of inducible hsp70 
were not significantly affected by increasing temperature. Salamanders exposed to 
warmer temperatures (25 °C) contained higher levels of hsc70 in their livers than 
salamanders maintained at cool temperatures (15 °C) but did not exhibit any significant 
increase in ability to induce hsp70 over cool acclimated salamanders when heat 
shocked. 
 
Differential Tissue Response & Predictions Regarding Whole Animal Thermotolerance 
 In salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex tissues varied in relative levels of 
hsp70 as determined using ELISA. Levels of hsp70 contained within these tissues 
appeared to be primarily of the constitutive form (hsc70) as tissues did not induce 
significant levels of hsp70 upon exposure to a one hour heat shock. In addition, liver 
tissues contained higher levels of hsp70 at 25 °C than at 15 °C again with no significant 
increase in ability to induce hsp70 upon heat shock. The combination of high baseline 
levels of hsc70 under normal physiological conditions and a limited ability to induce 
hsp70 even when acclimated to warmer temperatures indicated that the thermal 
response of tissues in these salamanders was different from the typical induction 
response observed in the tissues of many other taxa.  
 The “constitutive” strategy that appeared to dominate within the P. glutinosus 
complex can best be characterized as a type of stress prevention system. Under normal 
physiological conditions organisms possessing this type of response should contain 
elevated levels of hsc70 in their tissues and would be expected to have low overall 
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hsp70 to hsc70 ratios (stressed level / control level). Critical tissues containing high 
levels of hsc70 would be thermally “primed” against damaging temperatures thus 
affording the organism a certain degree of protection. In this scenario, high levels of 
intracellular hsc70 protect against tissue damage by stabilizing or removing damaged 
proteins before they accumulate to problematic levels (diIorio et al., 1996).  Induction 
of hsp70 under these circumstances may be limited in comparison to the inducible 
strategy and may not occur until intracellular levels of constitutive hsc70 were reduced 
to zero or near zero. Two questions remain concerning the “constitutive” strategy: What 
is the thermal stability of hsc70 and does hsc70 convey thermotolerance?  
 If hsc70 is to be useful in thermoprotection it must be able to function over a 
wide range of exposure temperatures. In the marine goby Gillichthys mirabilis 
constitutive hsc70 appears to be thermally stable and can continue functioning over a 
wide range of temperatures (Place and Hofmann, 2001). Further, this stability exceeded 
the range of environmental temperatures that were encountered by G. mirabilis. This 
study indicates that at least for Gillichthys, hsc70 is more than able to function over a 
range of temperatures that are thermally relevant to organisms in the field.  
 If hsc70 is able to function over a wide range of exposure temperatures does it 
convey thermotolerance to an organism? The expression of heat shock proteins in 
response to stressful conditions has been linked to the acquirement of stress tolerance in 
numerous taxa and cell lines (Li and Werb, 1982; Subjeck et al., 1982; Atkinson and 
Walden, 1985; Li, 1985; Lindquist, 1986; Subjeck and Shyy, 1986). Within vertebrate 
systems the CTM is a commonly used measure to assess degree of thermotolerance. 
Since both hsc70 levels and critical thermal maxima responded positively to increasing 
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acclimation temperature in the P. glutinosus complex it appeared that hsc70 was also 
capable of conveying thermotolerance. In addition, several other studies support the 
hypothesis that high levels of constitutive hsc70 provide tissues or organisms with 
increased thermotolerance (Zatsepina et al., 2000; Chen et al., 1996; diIorio et al., 1996; 
Lyashko et al., 1994; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994; Ulmasov et al., 1993). Thermotolerance 
via elevated levels of constitutive hsp70 appears similar to what has been observed 
when whole organisms or cells are first pre-treated with a mild heat shock: lowered 
hsp70 induction, less inhibition of normal protein synthesis, and faster recovery rates 
from heat shock (DiDomenico et al., 1982; Mizzen and Welch, 1988; Liu et al., 1992; 
Mosser et al., 1993; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994).  
 Constitutive heat shock protein is an integral part of the daily activities of cells, 
has a minimal expression limit imposed by these functions, and could easily be diverted 
to stress protection more cheaply than having to shut down protein synthesis to 
manufacture the inducible isoform. Because both forms of the protein (hsc and hsp) are 
performing the same basic function – stabilization of proteins, it would be plausible to 
assume that there be a wide degree of variation in relative levels of each of these 
isoforms along an environmental gradient of stress. In other words - organisms need not 
rely solely on expensive induction but rather could have some degree of trade-off 
between constitutive levels and degree of induction depending on the severity of the 
environment. For instance, along an increasing gradient of disturbance (Figure 38) 
organismal inducible hsp70 content should increase and constitutive levels of hsc70 
decrease until intermediate disturbance levels are reached at which point the trend 
reverses (decreasing hsp70, increasing hsc70). Under this strategy organisms in stable 
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or highly disturbed habitats should trade-off costly hsp70 expression with higher levels 
of constitutive hsc70 – have low hsp/hsc ratios. This is because in relatively stable 
environments enhancements of the inducible thermotolerance system provide no 
significant fitness advantage and so would not be favored by selection. Organisms 
would instead rely on constitutive levels of hsc and a default level of induction for 
emergencies. As levels of environmental disturbance increase selection would favor 
enhanced inducible thermotolerance (high hsp/hsc ratio) since individuals possessing 
only a minimal response would be selected against during harsh conditions. However 
there is an upper limit to the effectiveness of such a thermal strategy imposed by fitness 
costs associated with overexpression of hsp (Feder et al., 1992; Krebs and Feder, 1997b; 
Bettencourt et al., 1999; Roberts and Feder, 1999, 2000; Tatar, 1999). Within highly 
disturbed habitats or habitats that approach the upper end of the tolerated disturbance 
spectrum organisms would have a selective advantage by switching to a 
thermotolerance system in which constitutive levels of hsp70 within key tissues were 
favored (low hsp/hsc ratios).  This hypothesis is supported by a study on soil 
invertebrates (Kohler et al., 2000) in which hsp70 expression was suppressed in 
invertebrates from sites that experienced high levels of metal contamination over at 
least a 70 year period. Within the framework of this model, intermediate levels of 
disturbance would favor the highest levels of inducible thermotolerance sensu Krebs 
and Bettencourt (1999).   
 While not specifically addressed in past studies, these kinds of tradeoff patterns 
between inducible hsp and constitutive hsc are evident in the data from various taxa and 
tissues (Tomanek and Somero, 2002; Nishizawa et al., 1999; Manzerra et al., 1997; 
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diIorio et al., 1996; Skidmore et al., 1995; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994; Dietz and Somero, 
1993; Near et al., 1990) and were recently described by Scott et al. (2003) for tissues of 
the western painted turtle (Chrysemy picta belli) in response to anoxia. Furthermore this 
trade-off results in predictable differences in the thermal profiles of the organisms 
examined. In marine snails (Tomanek, 2002) from the stable lower intertidal zone, high 
levels of constitutive hsc translated into lowered hsp70 expression at elevated 
temperatures (low hsp/hsc ratio) while snails from the more frequently disturbed mid-
intertidal zone possessed lower constitutive levels of hsc, and higher levels of hsp70 at 
higher temperatures (high hsp/hsc ratios).  
 Organisms in nature are exposed to variation in stress along multiple 
environmental and climatic gradients and therefore are expected to demonstrate a 
corresponding variation in their stress- induced expression of molecular chaperones. 
While it has long been recognized that some taxa contain relatively high levels of 
constitutive heat shock protein within their tissues (Yu, 1991; Yu et al., 1994; Yu, 1995; 
Yu et al., 1998; Manzerra et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1996; diIorio et al., 1996; Lyashko et 
al., 1994; Mifflin and Cohen, 1994; Ulmasov et al., 1992) most of the research effort 
has concentrated on the inducible expression of hsp upon exposure to stress. Only 
recently has there been a widespread effort to distinguish among constitutive and 
inducible proteins as well as to incorporate levels of constitutive hsps in the analyses of 
organismal stress responses (Tomanek and Somero, 1999, 2002; Halpin et al., 2002; 
Scott et al., 2003, Zatespina et al, 2002).  These data and the research presented in this 
study indicate that there are other evolutionary options to the stress response than a 
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simple all or none induction strategy and that varying the levels of constitutive protein 
within tissues is a viable and or complimentary option to stressful environments. 
 
Variation within the Plethodon glutinosus Complex and Biogeographic Implications  
 The slimy salamander (P. glutinosus complex) is one of the most geographically 
widespread species within the genus Plethodon, inhabiting forests throughout the 
eastern United States. In addition, it is one of the only species that is locally abundant 
throughout the coastal plain from Virginia to Texas. As such it is exposed to a variety of 
climatic conditions and makes the perfect candidate group for examining large-scale 
variation in thermal tolerance limits and heat shock protein expression. Analyses 
performed on thirteen populations from within the P. glutinosus complex revealed high 
levels of hsp70 in both liver and muscle tissues. These levels were higher (77% of the 
populations at 15 °C and 85% at 25 °C) than those obtained from heat shocked P. 
cinereus which served as a comparison (Figures 28, 29, 30). This is significant for two 
reasons: 1) the McAb 5B-1 antibody used for the ELISA analysis was derived from heat 
shocked P. cinereus and should be expected to react best with P. cinereus homogenates, 
and 2) the P. cinereus standards used for the comparison were prepared from whole 
animal homogenates which should contain more hsp70 then individual tissues. Clearly 
this was not the case as P. glutinosus contained considerably more hsp70 than P. 
cinereus homogenates despite these two factors. This is interesting because both have 
similar thermal responses and water relations (Spotila, 1972) and occur sympatrically 
within the northeastern United States (Figure 39).  
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 While the ranges of these two salamanders overlap, P. cinereus has a 
predominantly northern distribution with populations extending well into southern 
Canada (Conant and Collins, 1991; Petranka, 1998). It may be that the differences 
observed between the two groups are associated with this latitudinal and climatic 
gradient. However, since only one population of P. cinereus was used to generate the 
STD this interpretation may need to await further sampling.   
 The original hypothesis examined in this study was that coastal plain 
populations of the P. glutinosus complex would exhibit higher levels of stress tolerance 
in comparison to montane or piedmont populations. Preferred temperatures, critical 
thermal maxima, and levels of hsp70 were used as indicators of stress tolerance and 
were predicted to be higher in coastal plain populations. The exact opposite pattern was 
observed with coastal plain populations having heat shock responses that were 
equivalent to montane populations. Coastal plain populations had lower preferred 
temperatures, low critical thermal maxima, and low levels of hsp70 within their tissues. 
Unexpected was the observation that piedmont populations of the P. glutinosus complex 
had the highest levels of hsp in both liver and muscle tissues at all of the acclimation 
temperatures examined. These trends occurred despite obvious climatic differences 
among the sites (Appendix 1, Figures 7, 8, 9). 
 There could be several reasons why patterns observed within the P. glutinosus 
complex appear contradictory: First, coastal plain salamanders may never encounter 
high temperatures in the field. Currently no field studies exist in which salamander body 
temperatures have been monitored throughout a 24 hour period, primarily because 
temperature transmitters are too large and cumbersome to implant within a small 
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salamander. Likewise, no data are available concerning long-term monitoring of 
temperatures either within a burrow or under a cover object and only limited data exists 
regarding salamander body temperatures in natural environments (reviewed in Feder et 
al., 1982). Recording accurate body temperatures in the field is difficult as salamanders 
rapidly absorb heat while handling (personal observation). Despite these limitations 
there are some records of salamanders with either body temperatures approaching the 
CTM (Yu, 1995) or of salamanders occupying substrates at or near the CTM (Pough 
and Wilson, 1970; Near et al., 1990). Taken together, these studies indicate that the 
appropriate question should not necessarily be “if” salamanders encounter high 
temperatures in the field, but rather “how often” are they exposed.  
 Second, coastal plain salamanders are inactive during the hottest months of the 
summer and hence do not have the opportunity to be exposed to high temperatures. 
Monthly surveys of coastal plain species conducted by Highton (1962, 1956) indicated 
that activity within Florida (P. grobmani) and Louisiana (P. kisatchie) populations 
appeared to be year round. If coastal plain salamanders are indeed active throughout the 
year then it is plausible to assume that they could occasionally become trapped under 
thermally unsuitable cover objects as was probably the case for the population of P. 
chlorobryonis observed by Yu (1995). Monitoring of individual salamander activity 
patterns has been difficult for the same reasons as the monitoring of body temperatures - 
diminutive size precludes the implantation of radio-tracking devices. Even if a device 
could be manufactured small enough to implant within a salamander there are still 
potential difficulties associated with receiving the signal through various cover objects 
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(rock, log, leaf litter) or from subterranean cavities. Such questions regarding frequency 
of temperature exposure as well as in situ body temperature await further investigation.  
  Third, coastal plain salamanders are successful at behaviorally avoiding 
temperature extremes during the summer months. Members of the P. glutinosus 
complex are primarily nocturnal (Hairston, 1949) retreating to cover objects or burrows 
during the day. How much time they spend at the surface, when not foraging, is 
unknown and may vary hourly, daily, or weekly. During the field phase of this study it 
was not uncommon to encounter a high density of salamanders at a site that had yielded 
only a few individuals the day before. Coastal plain salamanders are active year round 
while piedmont and montane populations are only active from late April thru October 
(Highton, 1962). If the major selection pressure occurs at different times of the year in 
coastal plain and montane groups then this could result in the positive relationship 
between thermotolerance and latitude observed. The results of the acclimation 
experiments support this hypothesis. When salamander populations were acclimated at 
15 °C an inverse relationship with climate was observed. At 15 °C the higher critical 
thermal maxima observed for the montane salamanders (Table 15) reflected selection 
pressures operating during their activity season in April to October. Likewise, the lower 
CTM observed among the coastal plain populations reflected selection pressures 
operating during the winter activity season (Nov-Mar). At acclimation temperatures of 
25 °C none of the populations (montane or coastal) were significantly different with 
respect to CTM or PT indicating that they were all equally responding to temperatures 
that may represent the upper tolerance limit for the group. The high level of plasticity in 
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the critical thermal maximum observed for the coastal plain populations reflects this 
transition between winter and summer climates.  
 Consistent with other recent studies on the heat shock response of salamanders 
from the genus Plethodon (Yu, 1991; Yu et al., 1994; Yu, 1995; Yu et al., 1998) 
members of the P. glutinosus complex do not induce high levels of hsp70 upon 
exposure to heat shock but rather contain high levels of constitutive hsc70 in their 
tissues. This indicates that the P. glutinosus complex may rely on the constitutive 
expression of heat shock proteins consistent with the trade-off hypothesis discussed 
above. On a global scale of disturbance (figure 38) salamanders occupy the relatively 
stable habitats at the left end of the model, but even within these types of habitats levels 
of hsc70 would be predicted to increase along an increasing environmental gradient. 
Within the P. glutinosus complex piedmont salamanders contained significantly higher 
levels of hsp70 then either coastal plain or montane populations of salamanders (Figure 
31). Piedmont salamanders occupy regions where the climate is intermediate to 
montane and coastal plain regions (Figures 7, 8, 9, Appendix 1) and as such would be 
predicted to have heat shock protein levels that were also intermediate. This was based 
upon the premise that coastal plain salamanders would exhibit the highest levels of hsp 
as predicted along a gradient of increasing environmental temperatures. However, 
coastal plain salamanders have heat shock protein levels that are equivalent to montane 
salamanders and may not be experiencing intensive thermal selection during the 
“summer” months (as discussed above). In this case, hsp70 levels do increase as 
predicted along an increasing environmental gradient from montane/coastal plain to 
piedmont. Three different evolutionary strategies are reflected in the stress responses of 
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the P. glutinosus complex (Figure 39). Montane populations utilize the constitutive 
strategy because they occupy relatively stable habitats and do not need to invest in an 
expensive induction strategy. This is the classic stable strategy as described by the right 
side of the model (Figure 38, 39). The coastal plain is thermally more extreme then 
either the piedmont or montane physiographic regions (Appendix 1). The model 
predicts that salamanders from the coastal plain should contain lower levels of 
constitutive protein in favor of inducible protein. However, in coastal plain populations 
selection may have favored behavioral avoidance of high temperatures in lieu of 
expensive induction and hence these salamanders possess hsc levels that are equivalent 
to montane salamanders (Figure 39). Coastal plain salamanders can afford to wait out 
unfavorable environmental conditions because temperatures are mild enough during the 
winter months to enable year round activity (Appendix 1). Thus resources not garnered 
during unfavorable periods can be made up during favorable periods. In the case of the 
piedmont salamanders a limited activity season necessitates that they have a more labile 
thermal response and hence they possess higher levels of constitutive hsp.  
 
Summary 
Salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex contain high levels of constitutive 
hsc70 within their tissues under normal physiological conditions as detected by ELISA. 
Tissues vary significantly in absolute levels of hsp70, with liver tissues containing some 
of the highest levels of hsp70 under both field and laboratory conditions. Salamanders 
lack the ability to induce high levels of hsp when heat shocked at 2 °C below CTM, a 
finding consistent with the constitutive strategy of stress responses. This strategy 
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represents a trade-off between constitutive protein levels and degree of induction 
depending on the severity of the environment. In relatively stable environments 
organisms should trade-off costly hsp70 expression with higher levels of constitutive 
hsc70 since enhancements of the inducible thermotolerance system provide no 
significant fitness advantage and are not favored by selection.  
Within the P. glutinosus complex the re is an inverse relationship between the 
stress response and climate: coastal plain populations have preferred temperatures and 
critical thermal maxima that are lower then montane populations. Selection for 
tolerance to temperature fluctuations during the winter months may result in the inverse 
relationship observed between thermotolerance and climate. This finding suggests that 
coastal plain salamanders are not thermally adapted to high summer temperatures as 
originally predicted but may instead reflect adaptations to year round activity. 
Additionally, this year round activity has shifted their hsp system to one that is similar 
to that observed in montane salamanders: high constitutive protein with little to no 
induction. Piedmont salamanders possess higher levels of constitutive protein due to 
their more limited activity season. These patterns are consistent with the trade-off 
hypothesis discussed. 
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Table 13. ELISA results for three different tissue homogenates from salamanders of the 
Plethodon glutinosus complex. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate 
(Sample) to standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Heat 
shocked P. cinereus homogenate was the standard, all plates were coated with 2000ng 
of antigen, with an antibody dilution of 1:100. Any two means not encompassed by the 
same vertical line are significantly different (Tukey-Kramer HSD). 
 
 
 
Tissue Mean (Sample/STD) SE n  
     
Liver 1.05 0.02 260  
Muscle 1.02 0.01 260  
Gut 0.93 0.01 259  
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Table 14. Sex, treatment (control vs heat shocked), and acclimation temperature (15 °C vs 25 °C) ELISA results for tissue 
homogenates from salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate (Sample) 
to standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Heat shocked P. cinereus homogenate was the standard, all 
plates were coated with 2000 ng of antigen, with an antibody dilution of 1:100. (values of n given in table 13). 
 
 
 
Tissue Mean (Sample/STD) 
             
 Male SE Female SE Control SE Heat Shocked SE 15°C SE 25°C SE 
Liver 1.01 0.03 1.09 0.03 1.02 0.03 1.08 0.03 0.99* 0.03 *1.11 0.03 
Muscle 1.01 0.02 1.02 0.02 1.01 0.02 1.03 0.02 1.04 0.02 0.99 0.02 
Gut 0.93 0.02 0.93 0.02 0.94 0.02 0.92 0.02 0.95 0.02 0.91 0.02 
 
(*) Means are significantly different at P < 0.01 
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Table 15. The effect of acclimation temperature (15°C, 25°C), treatment (control, heat 
shocked), and sex on hsp70 levels in liver, muscle, and gut homogenates of salamanders 
of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate 
(Sample) to standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Heat 
shocked P. cinereus homogenate was the standard, all plates were coated with 2000ng 
of antigen, with an antibody dilution of 1:100. 
 
 
 
Source df Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F 
     
Liver (n = 260):     
Acclimation Temperature (AT) 1 0.79111197 7.0436 0.0085 
Treatment 1 0.17761442 1.5814 ns 
Sex 1 0.39351791 3.5036 ns 
AT*Treatment 1 0.02383117 0.2122 ns 
AT*Sex 1 0.30566057 2.7214 ns 
Treatment*Sex 1 0.15590548 1.3881 ns 
AT*Treatment*Sex 1 0.00000289 0 ns 
     
Muscle (n = 260):     
Acclimation Temperature (AT) 1 0.10602487 2.061 ns 
Treatment 1 0.01367331 0.2658 ns 
Sex 1 0.00600847 0.1168 ns 
AT*Treatment 1 0.00974291 0.1894 ns 
AT*Sex 1 0.10021108 1.948 ns 
Treatment*Sex 1 0.00083217 0.0162 ns 
AT*Treatment*Sex 1 0.01309566 0.2546 ns 
     
Gut (n = 259):     
Acclimation Temperature (AT) 1 0.1266275 3.4523 ns 
Treatment 1 0.0197411 0.5382 ns 
Sex 1 0.00460354 0.1255 ns 
AT*Treatment 1 0.05107575 1.3925 ns 
AT*Sex 1 0.26875177 7.3271 0.0073 
Treatment*Sex 1 0.00172824 0.0471 ns 
AT*Treatment*Sex 1 0.02045885 0.5578 ns 
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Table 16. The effect of population, acclimation temperature (15°C, 25°C), and 
treatment (control, heat shocked) on hsp70 levels in liver and muscle homogenates of 
salamanders of the Plethodon glutinosus complex. Results are given as a ratio of sample 
homogenate (Sample) to standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA 
plates. Heat shocked P. cinereus homogenate was the standard, all plates were coated 
with 2000ng of antigen, with an antibody dilution of 1:100. 
 
 
 
Source df Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F 
     
Liver (n = 260):     
Population 12 4.6882735 3.9276 < 0.0001 
Acclimation Temperature (AT) 1 0.7019379 7.0566 0.0085 
Treatment 1 0.1702777 1.7118 ns 
Population*AT 12 1.1528694 0.9658 ns 
Population*Treatment 12 1.6571214 1.3883 ns 
AT*Treatment 1 0.0152334 0.1531 ns 
Population*AT*Treatment 12 1.1216997 0.9397 ns 
     
Muscle (n = 260):     
Population 12 1.3726508 2.3262 0.0082 
Acclimation Temperature (AT) 1 0.1183010 2.4058 ns 
Treatment 1 0.0102053 0.2075 ns 
Population*AT 12 0.7637005 1.2942 ns 
Population*Treatment 12 0.2181949 0.3698 ns 
AT*Treatment 1 0.0047517 0.0966 ns 
Population*AT*Treatment 12 0.4980424 0.8440 ns 
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Table 17. Order of signal intensity for different tissues as reported in the literature for  
Hsp70 induction response, constitutive or basal levels of hsp70, and for in situ levels of 
hsp70. 
 
 
 
Organism Order of Tissue Signal Intensity Reference 
   
Induction:   
Fish Muscle > spleen > skin Ohnishi et al., 1998 
Fish Gill > liver Koban et al., 1991 
Salamander  Stomach > liver > skin Near et al., 1990 
Rat Brain = liver Nishizawa et al., 1999 
Rat Heart > hindlimb muscles (gastrocnemius, 
extensor digitorum longus) 
Skidmore et al., 1995 
Rat Liver > gut > kidney = muscle > brain Flanagan et al, 1995 
Rat Kidney > Heart = Lung Lu and Das, 1993 
Rabbit Kidney > liver > heart > spleen > muscle > 
brain 
Manzerra et al., 1997 
   
Constitutive:   
Rat Brain > liver Nishizawa et al., 1999 
Rat Hindlimb muscle (Soleus) > heart Skidmore et al., 1995 
Rat Adrenal medulla > heart > kidney > liver O’Malley et al., 1985 
Rat Kidney > lung Lu and Das, 1993 
Mouse Brainstem > liver > heart Kelty et al., 2002 
Rabbit Brain > kidney > heart > muscle > liver = 
spleen 
Manzerra et al., 1997 
   
In Situ 
hsp70: 
  
Fish 
(sculpin) 
Liver > brain > gill Dietz and Somero, 
1993 
Fish (sole) Brain = gill > liver Dietz and Somero, 
1993 
Fish 
(sanddab) 
Liver = brain > gill Dietz and Somero, 
1993 
Salamander  Stomach > skin > liver  Near et al., 1990 
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Figure 27. ELISA optimization. (A) dilution series used for the primary antibody McAb 
5B-1. Plate was coated with 2000 ng of salamander homogenate. (B) dilution series of 
the antigen (salamander homogenate). Primary antibody dilution was 1:100. 
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Figure 28. Mean leve ls of liver hsp70 for the thirteen study populations. Salamanders 
were acclimated at 15 °C. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate (sample) to 
standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Any two means 
not encompassed by the same horizontal bar are significantly different. Vertical bars 
represent the standard error. Population means represent data pooled from heat shocked 
and non-heat shocked treatments. 
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Figure 29. Mean levels of liver hsp70 for the thirteen study populations. Salamanders 
were acclimated at 25 °C. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate (sample) to 
standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Any two means 
not encompassed by the same horizontal bar are significantly different. Vertical bars 
represent the standard error. Population means represent data pooled from heat shocked 
and non-heat shocked treatments. 
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Figure 30. Mean levels of muscle hsp70 for the thirteen study populations. Salamanders 
were acclimated at 25 °C. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate (sample) to 
standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Any two means 
not encompassed by the same horizontal bar are significantly different. Vertical bars 
represent the standard error. Population means represent data pooled from heat shocked 
and non-heat shocked treatments. 
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Figure 31. Mean levels of liver hsp70 for each of the three physiographic regions 
sampled. Salamanders were acclimated to either 15 C or 25C for 4 weeks prior to 
experimentation. Vertical bars represent the standard error. (*) indicate a significant 
difference @ P < 0.01 between acclimation temperatures, (A & B) indicate a significant 
difference @ P < 0.01 between regions. Physiographic region means represent data 
pooled from heat shocked and non-heat shocked treatments. 
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Figure 32. Levels of hsp70 in liver (solid yellow) and muscle (stipled red) tissues of 
field (in situ) and treatment groupings (HS = heat shock; 15 °C or 25 °C refers to 
acclimation temperature) of salamanders of the P. glutinosus complex. Results are 
given as a ratio of sample homogenate (Sample) to standard (STD) in order to control 
for variation across ELISA plates. Any two means not encompassed by the same 
horizontal bar (·¾· liver; <¾> muscle) are significantly different. Vertical bars 
represent the standard error.  
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Figure 33. In situ levels of muscle hsp70 for the thirteen salamander populations as 
detected by ELISA. Results are given as a ratio of sample homogenate (Sample) to 
standard (STD) in order to control for variation across ELISA plates. Any two means 
not encompassed by the same horizontal bar are significantly different. Vertical bars 
represent the standard error. 
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Figure 34. Relationship between population in situ levels of liver hsp70 and 30 year 
mean temperatures. (A) warmest month. (B) coldest month. 
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Figure 35. Relationship between population in situ levels of muscle hsp70 and 30 year 
mean temperatures. (A) warmest month. (B) coldest month.
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Figure 36. Relationship between population in situ levels of muscle hsp70 and (A) 
latitude or (B) elevation+latitude (for description of this term see Table 3). 
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Figure 37. Mean in situ tissue levels of hsp70 for the three physiographic regions. 
Vertical bars represent the standard error. Bars labeled with different letters are 
significantly different @ P < 0.05. Within a physiographic region, tissues were not 
significantly different in hsp70 levels.
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Figure 38. Model showing the generalized relationship between constitutive levels of 
hsc versus inducible levels of hsp within tissues along a gradient of habitat disturbance 
or stress. At any particular level of disturbance the area under the curve represents the 
proportion of total protein consisting of inducible hsp while the area above the curve 
indicates the proportion of total protein consisting of constitutive protein. Total heat 
shock protein levels increase along a gradient of increasing stress as indicated by the 
dotted reference line. 
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Figure 39. Enlarged portion of the global model showing the generalized relationship 
between constitutive levels of hsc along a gradient of habitat disturbance or stress. 
Montane and coastal plain salamanders occupy the lower end of the disturbance scale: 
montane salamanders because they occupy stable habitats and coastal plain salamanders 
because of behavioral avoidance. Piedmont salamanders, with their limited activity 
season, are unable to employ an avoidance strategy and thus compensate with higher 
levels of constitutive protein. Hsp levels are considered negligible under the constitutive 
strategy and are thus not indicated on inset. 
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Figure 40. U.S. distribution of Plethodon cinereus (striped green) and P. glutinosus 
complex (red). 
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Appendix I: Thirty Year Mean Temperatures (Maximum/Minimum °C) 
 
 
 
Site Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
             
M1 1 
-7 
3 
-6 
9 
-1 
16 
4 
22 
9 
27 
15 
29 
18 
28 
17 
24 
12 
18 
6 
11 
1 
4 
-4 
             
M2 3 
11 
5 
-9 
11 
-4 
17 
0 
22 
6 
26 
11 
28 
14 
27 
13 
24 
9 
18 
2 
11 
-3 
5 
-7 
             
M3 6 
-6 
8 
-5 
14 
-0.6 
19 
3 
23 
8 
27 
13 
28 
15 
28 
14 
26 
11 
20 
4 
14 
0.6 
8 
-4 
             
P1 4 
-8 
6 
-7 
12 
-2 
18 
3 
24 
8 
28 
13 
30 
16 
29 
15 
26 
11 
19 
4 
13 
0 
6 
-4 
             
P2 8 
-6 
9 
-4 
16 
1 
21 
6 
25 
11 
29 
16 
31 
18 
30 
17 
27 
13 
21 
7 
16 
1 
9 
-3 
             
P3 10 
-1 
12 
0 
17 
4 
23 
9 
26 
13 
29 
18 
31 
20 
31 
19 
27 
16 
22 
9 
17 
5 
12 
0.6 
             
C1 8 
-4 
10 
-3 
16 
2 
22 
6 
26 
12 
31 
16 
32 
18 
31 
18 
28 
14 
22 
7 
17 
2 
11 
-2 
             
C2 10 
-2 
12 
-2 
17 
3 
22 
7 
26 
12 
29 
16 
31 
19 
31 
18 
28 
14 
23 
8 
18 
3 
12 
-0.6 
             
C3 14 
1 
17 
3 
21 
7 
26 
11 
29 
15 
32 
19 
33 
21 
32 
20 
30 
17 
26 
11 
21 
7 
16 
3 
             
C4 13 
0 
16 
2 
20 
6 
25 
10 
28 
14 
31 
18 
33 
21 
32 
20 
29 
17 
24 
10 
20 
6 
15 
2 
             
C5 13 
1 
15 
2 
20 
6 
24 
10 
28 
15 
31 
19 
33 
21 
32 
21 
29 
18 
25 
12 
21 
7 
16 
3 
             
C6 14 
2 
16 
3 
21 
7 
26 
11 
29 
16 
32 
19 
33 
21 
33 
21 
31 
18 
26 
12 
21 
7 
16 
3 
             
C7 17 
3 
19 
4 
23 
8 
27 
11 
30 
16 
33 
21 
33 
22 
33 
22 
32 
20 
28 
13 
23 
8 
19 
4 
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